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Story Idea?
If you have a news tip or have an idea lor a
story, call us between neon and 7 p.m.

372-6966
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Entertainment editor John Wenzel says what millions of us already know: "Titanic" is no sinker

Falcon women's basketball in
first place in MAC after 5-0 start
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"An independent student voice serving Bowling Green since 1920"

Iraq denies
U.N. weapons
inspections
□ American Gulf War
veteran blocked I'rom
weapons inspections by
Iraqi government.
The Associated Press
BAGHDAD, Iraq - Iraq will
block U.N. weapons inspections
led by an American Gulf War
veteran it says is a spy, the
government vowed Monday, setting the stage for a new confrontation with the United Nations.
In New York, U.N. chief
weapons inspector Richard Butler said the monitoring teams Including the one led by exMarine Capt. Scott Killer would go ahead with their work
as planned Tuesday.
Iraq has criticized Ritter,

City Police

Welcome back

Students
help gain
feedback
for police

claiming he is an intelligence
agent for the United States. Ritter denies the charge.
An Iraqi government spokesman said the presence of too
many Americans on the teams
was prolonging the inspections
program and delaying the lifting
of U.N. sanctions on Iraq, the
official Iraqi News Agency reported.
The agency's statement came
after Ritter and a team of U.N.
inspectors reportedly visited a
hospital and a prison in Baghdad.
It said the ban on Ritter would
begin Jan. 13.
Other U.N. inspection teams
will be allowed to continue their
work, said Iraq's U.N. ambassador, Nizar Hamdoon.
Butler, in a letter to the Securi-

□ Police Department
teams up with students
to gain public opinion.
By SARAHBEDNARSKI
TheBG News

• See IRAQ, page five.

Asian bank
closes doors
□ Economic turmoil
causes a major Hong
Kong bank to go into
liquidation and sends
East Asian stocks tumbling.
The Associated Press
HONG KONG -- East Asia's economic turmoil claimed a major
Hong Kong finance house Monday, driving it Into liquidation
and sending stocks tumbling
again. Indonesia's market,
meanwhile, strengthened on its
leader's pledge for deeper reform.
An International Monetary
Fund official met Indonesian

President Suharto on Monday
and said the leader of the world's
fourth most populous nation was
willing to back reforms that went
beyond a November agreement.
Suharto "didn't leave any
doubt that he was willing to get
behind the program and go
beyond what had been agreed
originally," IMF deputy head
Stanley Fischer said, Dow Jones
Newswires reported.
Fischer said he expected Indonesia to announce strong
measures within a few days to
save its economy and revive its
currency. He declined to elaborate on what the deeper reforms
• See ASIA, page five.

BC Ntwi Pholo by Jeremy M.rtin

Lisa Getman, a freshman hospitality management major, moves her belongings back into her residence hall after the holiday break.

The Bowling Green Police Department wants feedback and
they are doing it with the help of
University students.
The University's Sociology 368
class will be assisting the police
department in their effort to see
what the community thinks of the
division.
Linda McCool, Bowling Green
police lieutenant, said the department wants to know how citizens view the police and their
procedures. She said the survey
will be given to anyone who's
been a resident of the city for at
least one year and is 18 years or
older.
McCool said the survey questions will include how citizens
think the attitudes, and other
questions thought of by the department and students involved.
Citizens will be polled at random
over the phone, she said.
"We need the right questions
first," McCool said. "We don't
want to decide that after a week
of surveying we shouldn't have
done it that way." In the past,
McCool said they have polled citizens but never extensively. She
said the Commission on Accreditation of Law Enforcement
Agencies requires them to poll
every two years.
McCool said they are creating
a survey because it allows them
to see what the community thinks
as well as it allows them to continue as an accreditated police
• See SURVEY, page five.

Alcohol contributes in death of local officer
□ A Bowling Green
officer dies as a result of
driving drunk.
By BRANDON WRAY
TheBG News

Less than two weeks after graduating from the police academy.
Bowling Green officer Eric
Zimmerman was killed while violating one of the laws he was
trained to enforce.
Zimmerman was driving drunk
when he was killed Dec. 21
around 2 a.m. in a two-car acci-

dent. Zimmerman was heading
west on Sandridge Road in Bowling Green when he drove off the
side of the road and slammed into
a tree and power pole, according
to the police report.
His car then overturned and
skidded into a car that was moving eastbound.

City
The driver of the other car suffered only minor injuries, according to Lt. Greg Grcgilla of
the Wood County Highway Patrol. He handled the accident

after Bowling Green police realized one of their own officers
was involved. Zimmerman's
blood alcohol level was .183,
nearly twice the legal limit of. 10.
It has been determined that
Zimmerman was at fault; therefore, an investigation into the
events preceding the accident

was not conducted. However,
there have been reports that his
car was seen outside a bar in
Bowling Green, Grcgilla said.
Zimmerman graduated from
the police academy Dec. 13 and
was set to begin field training in
• See OFFICER, page five.

Computer system connects
police cars to information
BGPD officer
Robert Weber
checks out the
new computer
recently installed in hi*
cruiser. Twenty
BGPD units now
have computers
installed.
BGNtwiPkM*
WyJtreByM.nl.
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□ Police department
implements in-car computer systems to provide
more safety for officers.
By SARAH BEDNARSKI
The BG News
A new addition to the Bowling
Green Police Department was
unveiled over the last several
weeks.
An in-car computer system
was implemented to assist officers in their duties.

Sam Johnson, deputy chief,
said the purpose of the new computer system is to allow officers
to check the license of a stopped
car before approaching the car.
An officer can have the name
of the driver and information
about them in about three to four
seconds. The system provides for
officer safety, he said.
If a warrant was issued for a
person or they are dangerous, the
officer may be made aware of
that, Johnson said. He said the
officer may be inclined to approach the car with more caution
or call for back up.

City Police
"The computers are tools to
help the officers," Johnson said.
"A big reason for them is officer
safety."
The system works by way of
radio frequency waves. Officers
type in the IT,formation and lt is
transmitted by a small wire to
the data radio in the trunk of the
unit cars.
Through the data radio, the in• See COMPUTERS, page five.
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Revelations from a land of plenty
As a boy, I stored in my junkiest
dresser drawer, a jewelry box. In
the box, the velvety cardboard that
held a necklace and pendant (an
Italian horn or a cross, for sure) was
removed to make room for a few
Christmas souvenirs. Always, there
were a few strands of very sentimental tree-trimming tinsel.
I created the box after one particularly sappy Christmas that ended
too fast. The following year, I don't
think I made it to Christmas night
without taking out the jewelry box
and crying for the end of the season. As soon as the relatives left
from Christmas dinner, I should
have been content upstairs in my
bedroom, where entire shelves of
Children's Palace had migrated.
Man, I had a lot of toys. Instead of
enjoying them, I stared at tinsel,
three strands pulled from a box of a
thousand that cost just thirty cents.
What do you do with a kid who
gets nostalgic for a holiday that just
ended and he knows i: coming
back next year? I guess you sit tight
and hope he has found the true
meaning of Christmas. All the waiting...! remember counting down the
days 'til Christmas for months. I
remember the local TV guide with
GRINCH and FROSTY circled in
red pen.
As adulthood rolled in, I noticed
this big old world around me.
Christmas got ugly.
I thought of kids with metaphorical coal in their stockings. I
thought of toys from the thrift store.

Chasing
the
Answer
,. ;/,

TCKYO^AH^^
I thought of a bustling Christmas
Eve at the pawn shop. Was this giving spirit universal ? Or is
Christmastime an incredibly
uncomfortable time of year for
some people?
Was it good will or just good
economics? How you feel good
after fighting through a mall of
pissed off people buying things
they don't need in such gluttonous
amounts?
Soon enough, Christmas was
making me feel uncomfortable. 1
put on the special post-teen skeptical lenses. I noticed the wasted
energy on Christmas lights, personal bankruptcy from credit card
debt and even high suicide rates.
(FYI: I heard some guy on the radio
over break say of lenders, "of
course they're ripping you off, look
at the size of their buildings.")
This Christmas Eve, like any
self-absorbed college student who
is motivated exclusively by dead-

IN A" fioftrvtrroftr AT W&UJ>-FAMovS

New computers, new
leadership highlight
semester at The News
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lines, I spent the day shopping.
Hoping to exceed my Mom's expectations, I passed up the Wal-mart
for a more affluent neighborhood
plaza where a Homeplace has
opened. It was a Children's Palace
for adults.
Surprisingly I found myself
reaching adulthood in this store.
Though I was running late for
Christmas Eve mass, I found the
time appreciate the utility and style
of every kitchen item in the store.
There were garbage cans that
would made me feel okay about
just throwing away soda cans.
There was a coffee maker that
would alone be reason enough to
wake up in the morning, even if
was going to work for the Bad
Guys. Happiness is so freaking
easy.
I picked up a paper towel rack
and a glowing candle for Mom. In
line, I realized for the first time in
my life that I had middle class aspirations. Mom always says get a
good job so you can fill your house
with nice stuff. For Christmas 1 felt
like telling her that perhaps I
would. She would be relieved.
I made it home and my family
arrived at mass late. We had to
stand with all the other twice-ayear Catholics. My every-weekchurch going Mom looked frustrated. It was my fault.
It was my first mass in years. I
felt awkward mumbling the
Amen's and Christ-Be-With-You's,

HuhJYov
TrJiWK 50?

the words sounded funny as my
own grunts were echoed by the
packed house of less-than-enthused
Christians.
Soon enough, I was reviewing
my rational argument against God
and Religion in my head, even as I
was preparing to receive the body
of Christ and receive hundreds of
dollars of gifts in His name. I felt
small, like a know-it-all college kid.
Years back, church was a fun
place to witness some serious conformity. It was place where I could
feel truly alienated and rebellious.
Now I felt old and bitter, and envious. They say this lack of religion
thing will make everyone in our
generation feel this way soon
enough.
I saw people who I'd seen in
church as a kid. They were still at it,
looking older but more peaceful
and prosperous. They were here to
celebrate the one thing they all had
in common. An answer to all life's
questions. I didn't want to mock
them. If I didn't believe in the Bible,
i .<t least wanted to believe that
people used it for their own peace
of mind. I pushed the body of
Christ, an unsalted sand-dollar
cracker, to the back of my mouth
and just kind of let it dissolve. I
realized I could no longer pretend
to be repulsed, nor infatuated, with
Christmas. Life, inevitably, is a bit
more complicated.
Tony Cavallario is the Tuesday
columnist for The News.
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It was time for a change.
The inevitable was bound to happen and The News needed
to be there. I'm told change is inevitable, but it seems some
things take longer than others. Hence the case of The News.
We're currently producing the paper everyday using a computer system from the 1980s. This highly limits the graphic
capabilities we can deliver to you, the reader, each day.
Enter the technology age
and a gift from above. Sitting
next to our old Intrepid system rests shiny new (ur, renovated) Macintosh computers ready to assist us in
putting out a top-notch publication.
Yes, even The News
changes.
We recognize that our
readers change, too. You
want to read a good publication complete with stories
you can count on as being
correct and up-to-date. Thafs
the product that I want to put out there. We are capable of providing it and you deserve to read it.
But to do all of this we need your help.
Over the next several months we will be experimenting with
many things to try to improve the overall look and quality of
the newspaper. During this time, we want your input. Tell us if
you find something to be interesting or well-written. And in the
occasion that you may find an error or have a problem with
something, we need you to tell us that too (be gentle). Mistakes
are going to happen. We'll do our best to alleviate them quickly.

JjMilA VJtoiDCi!

We want to cover issues that are important to you. Anytime
we miss an event or issue, it is usually due to two reasons. One,
we didn't know about it. Or two, we didn't have the staff available to send someone out.
I don't intend to make these sound like excuses, however, I
want the reader to be aware. We'd love to have your help.
Sometimes changes are hard to make.This one will be no different. But with enough effort, this semester will turn out to be
one of the best.

Penny Brown .. .Special Projects Editor
Tony Cavallario .. .Assistant Opinion Editor
Tom Denk —Assistant Entertainment Editor
Denise Domanski —Assistant Copy Chief
Ryan Johnson .. .Assistant Sports Editor
Stephanie Schneider .. Assistant Graphics Editor
Copyright & 1998. The BG News, Bowling Green. Ohio. Reprinting
of any material from this publication without the permission of
The BG News Is strictly prohibited.
The BG News Is an Independent publication founded In 1920 and
Is published dally during the academic year and weekly during the
summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to the editor are not
necessarily those of the student body, faculty, University administration or The BG News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the
Spnng 1998 BG News staff.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any
errors in stories or photograph descriptions.
Decisions nude by the Editor-in-Chief and the Editorial Board are
final.
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Today's edition was designed and edited by

Darla Waraock, Editor-in-Chief
She can be reached at (419) 372-6966
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What is a Boy Scout, anyway?
Over break I learned of a group
which carries on with prejudiced
procedures, constantly barring ablebodied young children access to its
ranks for no good reason. The fact
that such groups exist doesn't surprise me. The fact that it was the Boy
Scouts of America does.
If I were a gay, agnostic, young
child (well, one of those is true
today), I would be denied access to
most Boy Scout troops in America.
What annoys me most about this
issue is the imposing of that fairly
prevalent idea that in order to be
moral one must be religious. I
myself am agnostic and if I do have
children, I don't plan on raising
them with any sort of religious
belief. Now any belief they may
want to investigate, thafs fine with
me. But I know for a fact that my
religious belief (or lack thereof) is
not Impacting what kind of moral
person I am and shouldn't impact
whether my children are admitted
into the Boy Scouts.
If we were talking about a religion-centered group that focused
only on religious matters and tied
nearly everything they did into that
religious belief, maybe then I'd be
able to cut the poor Scouts some
slack, but I can't do that in this situation. Now I know by the end of the
week I'll probably have had a dozen

Rolling
the
Dice

fih
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iJitlAT, TAYLOil
or so prepubescent voices waking
me up in the middle of the night
with threats of random violence.
Probably sometime I'll find rny car
spray painted with "Troop 454
knows where you live Taylor!!"
But I'm willing to be the man
who takes the stand on these conniving scouts. So as to avoid being
called ignorant of the facts, I'll flaunt
my Boy Scout knowledge by quoting a few different sources. The first
from the big cats in the B.S's:
"Scouting respects those who do
not share its beliefs and it would not
ask others to alter their faith in any
fashion in order to become Scouts.
They too are free to follow their own
beliefs. Rather, the BSA membership
believes that the principles set forth
in the Scout Oath and Law are central to the BSA goal of teaching the

values of self-reliance, courage,
integrity, and consideration to others."

the Scout/Guide laws, to be prepared to help my country and my
neighbors by all my soul and body."
(Czech Scout Law).
Once again, if s beyond my comWe'd have Boy Scouts who were
prehension as to how a belief in God
is tied into courage, integrity, con- forced to give into stating that a
sideration and especially self- scout:
"...Is honest towards him-/herreliance. Now some people may see
this as mean old Brian attacking reli- self and the others, stands to his/her
gion. Thafs not what it is. It's mean belief (whichever it is) and respects
old Brian trying to point out the the belief of others, takes care of the
inconsistency of an idea which nature and all living beings, helps
states that for a person to be kind, wherever he/she can, is a good
moral, upstanding, etc, one must companion, keeps his/her self-conbelieve in God. Some of the biggest trol..., overcomes difficulties with
wastes of oxygen I know are strong humor... and is ready [willing! to
believers in God and some of the take responsibility." (Swiss Scout
best people I know are total agnos- Law)
tics, atheists and skeptics.
It just would seem to me that this
In fact, the originator of the con- is another case of people confusing
cept of the Boy Scouts was a nature morality with religion. One doesn't
loving fellow who didn't believe in a need to be religious in order to be
personal God. He allowed that there moral. Basically, the Scouts don't
may be one (as agnostics do), but need a merit badge in religious
wouldn't commit to the notion that intolerance. The Boy Scouts I'm
there was one hanging over his proud to make fun of and throw odd
objects at are nature-loving little
shoulder.
So what monstrous Boy Scout tykes who couldn't care less about
troops could one create without that others' religious beliefs and just
oh so central belief in God? Well to want some new pals to hang out
sample other nations' Scout Laws: with.
Is that really so evil? I'd hope not.
"On my honor I promise that I will
do my best, to serve the highest
Truth and Love faithfully all time, to
Brian Taylor's column can be
fulfill my own duties and to observe found every Monday in The New*.

QUOTE OF THE DAY

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
Today's Question: "What's your favorite "South Park" episode and character?"

* *
A ft

I'm not a sore loser, but I don't
like losing when I feel like I got
screwed. Now if the MAC'S got a
problem with me saying that
publicly, then they gotta do
something about it.

gmk em
1 J

Eastern Michigan basketball coach Hilton Barnes
during a four-minute tirade following his team's 78-75 loss Saturday to BG

Tony Rmla
Sophomore
Electronics

Michelle Wright
Senior
Costume Design

Pasha Durr
Graduate Student
Education

Dustin Klapka
Junior
EnriroiimenUl Science

James Kavanaugh
Junior
Business

The anal probe
show and
Cartman.'"

The Christmas
episode and Mr.
Hankey."

■Mr. Hankey Is my
favorite episode and
I like Chef."

"Big Gay Al's
Animal Sanctuary.
Kenny's my favorite
character because
he gets killed every
episode."

"Cartman and the
cheesy poofs
episode."

Got an Idaa for • "People on UM Straw" quwtioo? E-auil iu at tgMm»«nneUig»u".
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"Upcoming Eventa" is « service to our reader* borrowed daily via the University web page. The caldendar of
eventa on the web page haa a more complete llaling of event* and can be acceeeed through "www.bg*u^du".

Tuesday, 1/13/98
I To teachers — who don't give you
homework on the first day of class.

■ To teachers — who gave us a novel
to read on the first day.

■ To a good Christmas present — they
finally picked the right sweater.
■ To getting out early on the first day
of classes — we still have a life!
H To the weather — for not snowing or
raining hard on the first day of classes.

I To Christmas presents — what made
them think we would like that?
I To those 8 a.m. classes — what
makes them think we won't miss class?
I To extra holiday pounds — we want
our figures back!

■ To the beginning of the semester —
it's time for a fresh start!

I To bringing back all our clothes —
forgetting that favorite pair of jeans.
■ To having to face your roommates
again — it ruins the winter break high.

I To new haircuts — they make us
look better.

OHIO Weather

TODAY'S
WEATHER

Tuesday, Jan. 13
AccuWealher* forecast for daytime conditions and high temperatures
MICH

Cleveland 34'

Today:

| Toledo | 28°"
PA
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|YoungStown|34° |

Continued cloudy and cold
with more wind this afternoon.
High: 32

Low: 21

Dayton | 32~

More clouds, but a little
warmer with less wind.

Showers T-storms Ram

Flumes

VIM Associated Press GraphtcsNot

Snow

Ice

Sunny Pi Cloudy

Ooudy

Low:

Wednesday, 1/14/98
Study Abroad/Financial Aid
Meeting (2 p.m - 3 p.m.)
Capital Room. Student Union. Meeting
to learn how a student's
financial
aid package can be used for
his/her study abroad experience. Call 372-0309/0479
with questions.

24

PAGE THREE is intended at an irreverent look at
The University. We at The BO New* consider it
an offbeat page where we try to offer something for
everybody. Opinions expressed herein are solely
those of our staff. Have a nice day.

Men's Tennis at MAC Indoors (TEA)
Laurel Hill fToledo).

Saturday, 1/17/98
BGSU Men'a Swimming ft Diving at
Ohio (1 p.m.)
Athens. Ohio. The Falcons resume
action against the Bobcats In MAC dual
action
BGSU Women's Swimming ft Diving
at Ohio (1 p.m.)
Athens. Ohio. After a
month layoff. BG returns to
competitive action with a key
dual meet against OU.
Men's Basketball at Akron
(3 p.m.)
Akron. Ohio. The first of
two meetings between the
East Division foes takes place
in Akron.

Real Estate Finance (6
p.m. - 9 p.m.)
Rm. 2. College Park.
Examine the institutions,
methods, Instruments and
procedures Involved In the
financing of real estate. Meets
Wednesday through March 18.
Fee. For more Information,
call Continuing Education.
419/372-8181.

Women's Basketball hosts
Akron (7 p.m.)
Anderson Arena. BG faces
a Northeast Ohio foe for the
second-straight game when
Akron invades Anderson
Arena

Men's Basketball hosts
Kent (7 p.m.)
Anderson Arena. BG completes a three-game homestand by opposing East
Division foe Kent In the first of
two meetings this season.

Women's Gymnastics at
Ohio State (7:30 p.m.)
Columbus. Ohio.
Men's Tennis at MAC
Indoors (TBA)
Laurel Hill fToledo).

Women's Basketball at
Kent (7 p.m.)
Kent. Ohio. BG's threegame road trip concludes
against a perennial league
power, the Golden Flashes.

Eleventh Annual Reddln
Symposium (TBA)
101 Olscamp Hall.
Focusing on The Environment of the
Great Lakes."
Reservations required.

Friday, 1/16/98

Wednesday:
High: 34

International Travel Grant Proposal
Workshop (9 a.m. - 10 a.m.)
1103 Offenhauer West. Workshop to
learn how to write a proposal to receive a
travel grant to study abroad during the
1998 summer term, the 1998 fall semester or the entire 1998-99 academic year.
Call 372-0309/0479 with questions.

Dance (10 p.m. - 2 a.m.)
Union Ballroom. Sponsored by Alpha
Phi Alpha.

David Suzuki Lecture (3 pm - 5 pm)
101 Olscamp Hall. Suzuki, scientist,
author and host of the CBC television
program. "The Nature of Things." will talk
on acid rain, forest management. Pacific
salmon and water quality. Although free
and open to the public, reservations are
requested by emailing
lsnyder@cba.bgsu.edu.
Women's Tennis hosts DePaul (6
p.m.)
Orchard Hill. Lima. Ohio. The Falcons
and Blue Demons tangle In Lima In BG's
flist action of ^8

Sunday, 1/18/98
Women's Tennis at Ohio State (1:30
p.m.)
Columbus. Ohio.
BGSU Hockey at Ohio State (3 p.m.)
State Expo Center Coliseum
(Columbus. Ohio). After a nine-day break,
the Falcons resume play with a Sunday
matinee against the Buckeyes. This game
was originally scheduled for Jan. 17 (7
p.m.)
Men's Tennis at MAC Indoors (TBA)
Laurel Hill fToledo).
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for next year

• Within walking distance of
campus
• Air conditioning
• 2 bdrm, furnished or
unfurnished
• Gas heat, water included with
rent

THE

SOLARIUM

HAIR NAILS TANNING
TOTALLY TROPICAL

352-6459

WELCOME BACK!
TOTALLY TROPICAL TANNING

Call Now!!!
641 Third St. Apt. 4 BG
352-4380

5 Beds 2 Booths
Always new bulbs - Always sanitized
-Watch for extended hours
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WIRE WATCH
The Associated Press

compiled from wire reports
■ ENTERTAINMENT

Garfunkel starting to come back to public life
NEW YORK - Art Garfunkel admits he went Into a shell for a
while after he split with Paul Simon.
"I was quite reclusive in the '80s," Garfunkel says in the latest
Entertainment Weekly. "I was really at home being an artiste."
That meant writing poetry, doing a little singing, reading the
dictionary back to front and perfecting his basketball foul shot.
His best is 102 straight buckets from the free throw line. In 1984
he vowed to walk across America, completing the trek in 1996
after making 40 hikes up to 100 miles long each.
The 1990s have brought a creative resurgence for the curlymopped singer-composer. He toured Europe last year to promote
his 1996 album "Across America," released a Grammynominated children's record "Songs From a Parent to a Child,"
performed for President Clinton and voiced the singing moose
on the PBS cartoon series "Arthur."
The 56-year-old is also considering writing his life story.
"I said I was too young to do an autobiography," Garfunkel
said, "but my agent says it's a new business now."
■ SOAPOPERAS

Con ley to get waxed likeness
NEW YORK - Darlene Conley of "The Bold and the Beautiful"
Is proud to be the first American soap opera star immortalized in
wax at Madame Tussaud's famed museum in London.
"Over here, they know a real woman when they see one," Conley says in the Jan. 17-23 TV Guide. She plays fashion mogul Sally Spectra on the serial drama, which draws large viewing audiences in Europe.
"The museum called and said they couldn't think of anybody
more instantly recognizable than me, and who was I to argue?"
Conley said.
Her daylong sitting for the wax sculpture, "was grueling but
hysterical."
"I had this beautiful young man under my skirt for hours. They
measure and photograph every single inch of you from every
single angle. It's terribly intimate," Conley said. "At this point,
the sculptor knows me better than my ex-husband."
■ MARRIAGE

WASHINGTON - Insisting
that science cannot be allowed to
trump moral values. President
Clinton urged Congress today to
stop a Chicago physicist from
trying to clone a human being.
The news this week that Independent scientist Richard Seed
would begin work on human cloning is "profoundly troubling,"
Clinton said in his weekly radio
address.
"Personally, I believe that human cloning raises deep concerns given our cherished concepts of faith and humanity," the
president said.
"Scientific advancement does
not occur in a moral vacuum. ...
We must move with caution, care
and deep concern about the Impact of our actions."
In Chicago, there was no answer at Seed's home.
After Scottish scientists successfully cloned the adult sheep
Dolly in 1996, Clinton sent Congress legislation last year to outlaw the cloning of humans for at
least five years. During that
period, the National Bioethics
Advisory Commission would assess the risks, and ethical and
social impact of human cloning.
Clinton's proposed ban, which
was recommended by the bioeth-

■ BLIND DATE

Winner gets a date with supermodel
NEW YORK - A supermodel worried about a blind date? Angle
Everhart Is.
Comedy Central's "Take a Supermodel to the Super Bowl"
contest will pair her with a lucky winner.
"It's a little frightening going out with a complete stranger,"
Everhart says In the Jan. 17 TV Guide. "I'm assuming there'll be
some other people around. You never know. It could be the man
of my dreams. But with my luck, it'll be a girl."
Maybe they can just sit around and watch TV after the game.
Everhart plays an alien from Venus in a post-Super Bowl episode
of "3rd Rock From the Sun."
■ HOME

Martha Stewart makes a case for natural gas
MERIDEN, Conn. - For homemaklng guru Martha Stewart,
gracing yet another magazine cover is a good thing.
Stewart, who lives in Westport, is helping Yankee Energy
System's effort to attract readers for its 1997 annual report.
The headline on the annual report cover reads: "Martha Stewart warms up to natural gas."

lcs commission, was not acted
upon before Congress adjourned
last year.
"It's now clearer than ever the
legislation Is exactly what is
needed," Clinton said today.
He already has moved as far as
he can, without congressional action, to limit human-clone technology. Last March, Cllnicn issued an executive order banning
the use of federal money on any
such project.
The president's legislation
would do nothing to restrict the
cloning of molecules, DNA cells,
tissues or animals.
Cloning technology applied to
tissues, plants and animals
already has led to the development of new therapies for cancer, diabetes and cystic flbrosls.
Further, scientists recognize
cloning's promise for producing
replacement skin, cartilage or
bone tissue for accident victims,
and nerve tissue to treat spinal
cord injury.
Beyond those uses, Clinton said
today, most doctors and scientists agree that "attempting to
use these cloning techniques to
actually clone a human being is
untested and unsafe and morally
Associated Preti photo
unacceptable."
Some genetics researchers
question whether human cloning Richard Seed talks about the effects of human cloning.
is yet technologically possible.

Homicide remains leading
cause of death for journalists
The Associated Press

GREENVILLE, S.C. - CBS morning anchorwoman Jane Robelot turned a workplace romance into matrimonial bliss over the
weekend, as the on-camera personality married a cameraman.
Robelot exchanged wedding vows Saturday in her hometown
with Mario De Carvalho, who became friendly with Robelot after
a shared network assignment last February in Cuba. They started dating in June.
"He's incredibly intelligent, and he's got a fabulous sense of
humor, but It was his heart and his dedication to living life the
way God would have him live his life ... that's really the thing
that overwhelmed me," said Robelot, who appears daily on CBS'
"This Morning."
"I didn't ever want to get married just to get married," said
Robelot, 37, a graduate of Clemson University. "I just feel like
Mario is the link that's made the whole circle complete."
De Carvalho, a 47-year-old native of the Azores islands off Portugal, proposed publicly on the huge scoreboard TV screen at the
Nov. IS Clemson-North Carolina football game, with thousands
of fans cheering when she accepted.
—

372-6966

Clinton pushes for
human cloning ban

News
Digest

Anchorwoman and her cameraman marry

Editor-in-Chief
Darla Warnock

NEW YORK - Twenty-six
journalists were killed In 14
countries last year, either in
reprisals for their work or in terrorist attacks, according td two
press freedom groups.
Seven journalists were slain in
India, four in Colombia, three in
Mexico and two in Cambodia, the
Committee to Protect Journalists
of New York and Reporters Sans
Frontieres of Paris reported.
Assassination claimed the life
of a journalist in each of 10 other
countries last year - Argentina,
Brazil, Guatemala, Indonesia,
Iran, Pakistan, the Philippines,
Rwanda, Sierra Leone and the
Ukraine.
'Tragically, homicide remains
the leading cause of job-related
death for Journalists around the
world and the motive is censorship," the organizations said in a
joint statement "If governments
allow these crimes to go unpunished, constitutional guarantees

journalists in 1996.
In 1997, for the first time since
1993, no Algerian journalists
were assassinated, the groups
said. Between 1993 and 1997,
nearly 60 Algerian journalists
were killed because of their
profession, more than in any
other country.
"There are fewer victims because so many Algerian journalists have gone underground, fled
into exile or left the profession
entirely, while those who remain
on the job live and work under
the most extreme security precautions," said Robert Menard,
secretary general of Reporters
Sans Frontieres.
The seven deaths in India last
year reflect a trend of increasing
political violence and heightened
risk for journalists there, the report said.

of press freedom are meaningless."
In only four cases - in Argentina, Guatemala, Ukraine and
Mexico - have authorities apprehended and officially identified those responsible for the
killings. The two organizations
have called on all 14 governments to conduct investigations.
All 26 journalists were killed
either while on assignment or as
a direct result of their work, according to researchers at the
press freedom organizations.
In other cases of slain journalists in 1997, neither group could
establish a clear link between the
killing and the victims' profession. Several of these cases remain under investigation by the
groups, which conduct their
research independently.
In 1996, Reporters Sans Frontieres reported 28 slayings of
journalists and the Committee to
Protect Journalists reported 27
cases. Algeria and Russia were
the most dangerous countries for

In Colombia, the four 1997
deaths bringstthe number to 43
journalists slain In the past decade.

Toledo men arrested in fatal shooting
them for driving a stolen vehicle,
Panama City police Lt. Mitch
PANAMA CITY, Florida - Pitts said. They were being held
Police here arrested two men In jail until their arraignment
■ought in a fatal shooting at an Saturday In Bay County Court on
fugitive-f rom-justice charges.
Ohio motel.
The two had been sought on
Jeremy Burke and Chad Van- warrants charging them In TuesHorn, both 21 and of Toledo were day's murder of Thomas E.
arrested when police stopped Sharp, Jr., 25, at an Econo Lodge

In Toledo.
The men face extradition to
Ohio. Police had thought the two
might head to Florida because
they had friends there.

The Associated Press

i

Panama City police began to
follow Burke and VanHorn on
Friday because they were driving too slowly, Pitts said.

Printing Services

Attention
Faculty and Students

LANCASTER, Pa - Walter E. Diemer, the Inventor
of the first commercial
bubble gum, has died of
congestive heart failure.
He was 93.
Diemer, of Lancaster,
died Thursday at Lancaster
Genera] Hospital.
Diemer came up with
Double Bubble in 1928
when he was working as a
cost accountant for the
Philadelphia gum-maker
Fleer Corp.
He made a five-pound
batch - colored pink - that
was tested in a Philadelphia
grocery store that same
year by Fleer. It sold out in
an afternoon.
"It was an accident. I was
doing something else and
ended up with something
with bubbles," Diemer told
the Intelligencer Journal In
Lancaster in a 1996 interview. He said he was trying
to make a chewing gum
base.
Diemer then taught Fleer
salesmen how to blow bubbles, so they could demonstrate the product when
they sold the penny-a-plece
candy.

Line Cook
Kitchen
Prep
Servers
Host/
Hostesses

Let Printing Services help you prepare for the spring! We offer
a wide variety of services to fulfill your printing needs:

"Rill Vour Bursar Account!"

Park Ave. Warehouse • 372-2216
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HELP
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Your Campus Printer

I 4« Self Serve Copies
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| Transparencies (regular & color)
| Custom Publishing w/ copyright clearance
| High speed & multi-color copying
| Come visit Copy Center in Union

Double
Bubble
inventor
dies at 93

DRINK SPECIALS • KOSMIC BOWLING
OPEN LANES Mon-Wed After 9pm
KOSMIC BOWLING (with college ID)
Friday 4-6pm
Monday 9:30-llpm
(after Labor Day)

1010 North Main • 352-4637

861-7827
5630
Airport
Highway
Toledo
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Citizen's Police Academy to start term
□ Educational group
prepares for its fourth
year of service.
The BC News
The fourth annual Citizen's
Police Academy is set to begin on
Feb. 3. Sponsored by the Bowling
Green Police Department, the
10-week class is designed to help
citizens to learn and better un-

derstand the inner workings of Green police chief, said the class
the police department.
Isn't designed for "wannabe
cops," but for citizens who want
Areas covered In the sessions to know what the officers do and
Include investigations and the how they do it
use of force and firearms in
Increasing student inwhich each participant will have volvement in the program is iman opportunity to fire a gun. Pa- portant, Votava said. He said by
trol and traffic enforcement as involving more students it will alwell as legal issues are covered low them to see that the officers
in the class.
are not "out to get them," but
looking out for the safety of the
Thomas Votava, Bowling community, which includes stu-

Spring into

dents.
Votava said he hopes the class
will allow citizens to help the department in their daily tasks.
"Hopefully, they will be in a
position to better help us to see
what is best for the community,"
he said.
Anyone interested in signing
up for the class can call the
police division at 352-1131. Applications are being accepted
through the end of January.

Wellness

f.

Bowling Green State University

Improve your well-being
Reduce stress
Tone your muscles

COMPUTERS place of dispatching over the
radio.
formation is sent to the in-house
Known as a silent dispatch,
computer which sends a signal to Johnson said it will not eliminate
the Law Enforcement Automated the radio. "Emergency calls will
Data System (LEADS), which still be dispatched over the
computes back information.
radio," Johnson said. "If there is
According to Johnson, the de- a dire emergency and the officer
partment has worked on the is needed, then radio dispatch
project for three years with the will be used."
final phase to be completed
Johnson said in-car computers
within the next three months. He have been used for several years
said they are implementing a by other police stations around
new department, or in-house, the country, but access to desystem which will help take the partmental in-house computers

While it may be tempting to
play games on the system, Linda
McCool, Bowling Green police
lieutenant, said the computers
cant be used for personal use
and all data Is recorded.
"If someone comes back and
complains that an officer has
been harrassing them, we can go
back and check," she said. "We

OFFICER

IRAQ

Continued from page one.

Continued from page one.
Bowling Green this month.
According to Thomas Votava,
Bowling Green city police chief,
there was nothing in Zimmerman's history to indicate he
would have a problem with alcohol.
"Eric was a very nice young
man who made a very stupid mistake with very terrible and tragic
consequences," Votava said.
"Drinking and driving are a fatal
combination, and this incident
proves no occupation makes you
immune to the consequences."
There were no statistics avail-

SURVEY
Continued from page one.
department.
"This will allow us to find out
our strong points," she said.
"We'll also find out weak points
and build from there."
According to Richard Zeller,
University sociology professor,
he will assign the survey as the
class project for the semester.
He said his class is a research
management course in which his
students learn about surveys and
do field work.
"I always assign a big group
project," Zeller said. "I present
them with a problem and they see
it all the way through."
The margin of error will be
about 6 percent, Zeller said. This
means that if all the residents In

is a relatively new concept. He
said Bowling Green is the first in
the area to have this type of
system.

able on how many law- Continued from page one.
enforcement officers are involved in alcohol-related acci- ty Council, cited numerous U.N.
dents each year, according to the declarations affirming that Iraq
highway patrol. Votava said has no right to dictate the compopolice officers are a reflection of sition of the inspection teams.
the population in general and its
"I propose to instruct the chief
problems. He added that there inspector (In Baghdad) to seek to
are systems in place to help offi- proceed with his business 13
cers who have personal prob- January, and If possible, until the
planned program of inspections
lems.
Is completed," Butler said.
"We have programs that offiThe inspectors are trying to
cers can turn to If they have any
number of problems, from sub- verify that Iraq has destroyed its
stance abuse to divorce," Votava weapons of mass destruction, a
said. "If they do have a problem, condition that must be met before the United Nations will lift
they have options to get help."
trade sanctions imposed on Iraq
after its 1990 invasion of Kuwait.
In Washington, President ClinBowling Green were surveyed ton said the United States hes had
after this report, then It would be "nothing whatsoever" to do with
within 6 points of the actual an- choosing members of the U.N.
swers to the questions.
teams.
Zeller said the class will collect
"Certainly Saddam Hussein
data from about 300 citizens. He shouldn't be able to pick and
said the first part of the assign- choose who does this work," Clinment is to create the survey ton said. "That's for the United
based on criteria given by Nations to decide."
McCool.
He said he expects the U.N. Security Council to take strong acOnce students have created a tion if the inspectors "are denied
list of questions, Zeller will their right to do their job."
create the final survey using
The American ambassador to
their work. The project should be the United Nations, Bill Richfinished by the end of March
ardson, said the Iraqi move
"They'll collect the data, pre- would be discussed at a Security
sent it, and draft it," Zeller said. Council meeting Thursday.
"I along with my (teaching assis"Iraq is up to its old tricks,"
tant) will write up a report and Richardson said in Palm Beach,
submit It to the police depart- Fla., "We feel the Security Counment. "
cil should make a strong re-

"I hope that the Iraqi authorities will not do anything
precipitous and will wait for Mr.
Butler to get there to raise
whatever issues they have with
him," said U.N. SecretaryGeneral Kofi Annan.

"I'm expecting the worst. I've
lost everything, and I'm now only
holding on to a pile of wastepaper," Chau said, standing in
front of a stock market screen at
a downtown bank.
The key Hang Seng Index
closed down 773.58 points, or 8.7
percent, at 8,121.06. Hong Kong
shares now have shed 24 percent
of their value in eight sessions.
Share prices crashed to a
nearly seven-year low In Singapore, and fell In Japan, Taiwan,
Thailand, Malaysia, Australia
and New Zealand.
In New York, the Dow Jones
Industrial Average bounced back
from an early slide, rising 66
points to 7,647 by the close

exchange for a $40 billion economic bailout.
Industrialized economies fear
that Indonesia's problems could
worsen Asia's troubles and spill
over into the global economy.
After his meeting with Fischer,
Suharto took calls from Japanese
Prime Minister Ryutaro Hashimoto and German Chancellor
Helmut Kohl. He reportedly assured them Jakarta will comply
with IMF reform demands.
Upon arrival In Seoul, Camdessus said "yes" when asked
whether he Is content with reforms made so far by South
Korea. Analysts said that endorsement helped boost investor
sentiment.

might be.
Indonesia's economy has been
among the most troubled in the
Asian crisis. Bad debts In Indonesia were blamed for the failure of Hong Kong-based Peregrine Investment Holdings Ltd.
Even before the investment
bank disclosed Monday that It
was liquidating. Hong Kong
traders saw big trouble coming
for Peregrine and stocks fell to
their lowest level in three years.
Investors wondered how much
harder they could be hit. One
Hong Kong bank clerk, Chau Hoyeung, said his $9,000 investment
was now worth about $1,300.

In Indonesia, share prices rose
2.1 percent on the Jakarta Stock
Exchange. The composite index
gained 7.267 points, closing at
350.237.
U.S. Deputy Treasury Secretary Lawrence Summers flew
into Indonesia on Monday with a
message from President Clinton
to Suharto.
Summers is to meet Suharto,
Asia's longest-serving leader,
Tuesday morning to discuss
"measures to restore confidence," he said.
Last week, Indonesia's rupiah
plummeted to a record low on
fears that Suharto's government
was not complying with commitments made to the IMF In

T'alCM
Jan. 26 - Mar. 4
5:30 - 7 pm MW

For TII
Continuing Education, International ai Summei Pn
4i«'5/2 8181

"I'm really pleased with (the
system)," he said. "It's easy to
run and user friendly."

aponaa.
In November, Iraq ordered
American inspectors out of the
country on the grounds they
were spies. The United Nations
then withdrew all of Its inspectors in protest, and the
United States started a military
buildup in the Gulf that continues.
The Inspectors were allowed to
return a week later under a Russian-brokered deal. Inspections
have resumed without confrontation since then, although Iraq
still refuses to allow Inspectors
into President Saddam Hussein's
palaces and other so-called sensitive sites.
On Monday, the Iraqi government spokesman said Ritter's
team - which included nine
Americans, five Britons, a Russian and an Australian - would
not be allowed to continue until it
was reformed in a balanced
manner.

Wednesdays t $9 and $3 Pitcher Specials
Thursdays t $1 mini pitchers
$1 shots

Butler, the chief weapons inspector, was to travel to Baghdad
for talks Jan. 19 on why Iraq continues to bar the U.N. teams from
some 60 sites, including about 40
presidential palaces.

ASIA
Continued from page one.

Take the first step — call today to
register for Adult ffellness classes

can verify if it happened or not."
McCool said recording the information is a safeguard for any
officer accused of misbehavior.
She said to ensure that no officer
misuses information, they have
been formally tested on the I
LEADS system.
Johnson said although the process was time consuming, it is
beneficial and saves time.

Karate
Beginning
Jan. 21 - Mar. 4
6 - 7:30 pm MW
Intermediate
Jan. 21 - Mar. 2
6 - 7:30 pm MW
Advanced
Jan. 21 - Mar. 2
7:30 - 9:30 pm MW
5 Element/Chi-Kimg
Mar. 23 - Apr. 15
6 - 7 pm MW
Bask Yoga
Jan. 27 - Mar. 3
7 - 8:30 pm T
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Bar owner takes criticism to heart, checks signs with NAACP
The Associated Press
PITTSBURGH - Stan Frankowski has never hesitated to
voice his opinions, especially
when it comes to using the outside of his bar as a forum to air
them.
He promotes politicians, lauds
health-care reform and recently
favored an ill-fated sales tax hike
in signs on the outside of his
Bloomfleld Bridge Tavern in
Pittsburgh. The bar has been
paint-bombed and his staff has
walked out In protest, but that
hasn't stopped him from posting
his signs.
Usually, he laughs off criticism. But when a black activist
told him one of his signs was 'racist, he thought twice.
During the holidays, he commissioned a painter to create a
new sign entitled, "12 Rules for
Raising Gang Members and Drug

Addicts." He planned to post one
new "rule" each week.
But activist Celeste Taylor-McCurdy only had to see one
before she saw red. It said: "Begin with infancy to give the child
everything he wants. In this way,
he will grow up to believe the
world owes him a living."
To Taylor-McCurdy, the sign
was targeting black families,
particularly those on welfare.
"It continued the stereotypes
that are presented in the media,"
Taylor-McCurdy said. "I didn't
think it served any good purpose."
Frankowski, who grew up In a
family once supported by welfare, said the sign was meant to
promote family values and had
nothing to do with race.
"Freedom of speech for everybody is what I say," he said. "We
have gang leaders who are black
and white. You know what I

mean? It doesn't say anything
about race."
Taylor-McCurdy persisted,
saying she thought the sign fed
racial tensions in the predominantly white neighborhood where
Frankowski's bar is located.
Frankowski asked Tim Stevens, head of the local chapter of
the NAACP, to mediate the dispute.
Stevens told Frankowski a
quick read of the sign could give
the impression that It was antiblack
True to his word, Frankowski
relented, allowing Taylor-McCurdy to remove the sign on New
Year's Eve. Future signs along
the same theme will be proofread
by the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored
People and activists before he
posts them.
"I was very happy for the way
it came out," Stevens said.

Twelve rules for Raising Gang Members and Drug Addicts
Exact text of the original "rules" sign that
Stan Frankowski planned to post on the front of
his bar, the Bloomfleld Bridge Tavern:
1. Begin with infancy to give the child everything he wants. In this way, he will grow up to
believe the world owes him a living.
2. When he picks up bad words, laugh at him.
This will make him think he's cute. It will also
encourage him to pick up cuter phrases that will
blow off the top of your head later.
3. Never give him any spiritual training. Wait
until he's 21 and let him decide for himself.
4. Avoid the use of the word wrong. He may
develop a guilt complex. This will condition him
to believe later when he is arrested for stealing
a car that society is against him and he is being
persecuted.
5. Pick up everything he leaves laying around
- books, shoes and clothing, etc. Do everything
for him so he will be experienced in throwing all
responsibility onto others.

6. Let him read any printed material he can
get his hands on. Be careful that the silverware
and drinking glasses are sterilized, but let his
mind feast on garbage.
7. Quarrel frequently in the presence of your
children. This way they will not be too shocked
when the home is broken up later.
8. Give a child all the spending money he
wants. Never let him earn his own. Why should
he have things as tough as you had them?
9. Satisfy his every craving for food, drink
and comfort. See that every sensual desire is
satisfied. Denial may lead to harmful frustration.
10. Take his part against neighbors, teachers
and policemen. They are all prejudiced against
your child.
11. When he gets into real trouble, apologize
for yourself by saying, "I never could do anything with him."
12. Prepare for a life of grief. You will be sure
to have it.

Hot air balloon pilots attempt
nonstop round-the-world flights

I win!
-

The Associated Press
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Walker Adams, 3, drags his brother, Bayler, 1, off the court after playing a game of 1 -on-1 during
half- time of a high school basketball game.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M -- The
last 10 days haven't been pretty
for the hot-air balloon crowd three failed attempts at a nonstop round-the-world flight, including two pilots' desperate
jump to safety from 11,000 feet.
Still, don't expect the flights to
end any time soon.
"This is the last aviation milestone there is, and it's attainable,"
Dick Rutan said after parachuting into the New Mexico desert.
"You just have to get off your tail
and do It."
But reaching that milestone
has been anything but easy for
Rutan and copilot Dave Melton or for any of the other teams hoping to make history.
Balloonists Steve Fossett and
Kevin Uliassi have both tried
since Dec. 31. Fossett went the
farthest, but he had to land in
Russia on Monday because of the
freezing cold in his unpressur-

ized capsule. Uliassi didn't make
it nearly as far - after leaving Illinois, an equipment problem
forced him down in Indiana a few
hours later.
Rutan and Melton's flight also
was three hours but about 35
miles shorter. They launched the
170-foot Global Hilton balloon
just before sunrise Friday. By 9
am., a tear in an inner helium sac
forced them to ball out.
They parachuted from 11,000
feet in 45 mph winds. Melton, 39,
dislocated a hip crashing into the
only fence for miles around and
was hospitalized in Albuquerque.
Rutan, 59, was dragged into cactus and was still removing spines
after the news conference.
"I landed real hard, druR quite
a bit," Rutan said, adding he had
cactus in his back, legs, face and
right hand. But he said: "It was a
lot better than landing in the
middle of Russia."
They found the tear in the balloon an hour after liftoff.

Politics are boring to many[freshmen, study claims
The Associated Press

school.

WASHINGTON - Three decades after an unpopular war, the
civil rights struggle and free
speech disputes brought turmoil
to college campuses, a record low
number of college freshmen
show much interest in politics,
according to a survey released
Sunday.
It's even hard to get students
riled up about tuition, says one
campus Republican.
The annual freshman survey
by UCLA for the Washingtonbased American Council on Education found just 27 percent of
the nation's 1.6 million freshmen
believe that keeping up with political affairs is a very important
life goal, less than half the percentage recorded in 1966. Just 14
percent said they frequently discuss politics, down from 30 percent in 1968.
Large numbers also reported
being turned off by their studies
when they were seniors in high

Because the annual survey began in 1966, the benchmark is a
period of political ferment. Except for a few blips, the political
disengagement has been fairly
steady.
Freshmen and some frustrated
activists point to several reasons:
a sense of powerlessness, a lack
of burning issues, and a desire to
shun political labels or even a reluctance to antagonize acquaintances in a new social setting.
"At the age I am now, it doesn't
seem that important," said Jessica Grace Evans, 18, a freshman
at the University of Nebraska. "I
don't think our opinion matters in
the grand scale of things."
Campus activists from both
parties have trouble explaining
such a feeling of powerlessness,
but they know it's there.
"They don't think tuition is going to rise or decline because
they say so," said Matt Pruitt, 21,
a junior and spokesman for the
College Republicans at the Uni-

*••••••

versity of Washington in Seattle.
"I think that reflects the level
of contentment in the general society," said Dana Gaylin Mathes,
a 21-year-old senior and president of the Cal Berkeley Democrats, a group whose phone number ends with the digits 1964.
"What gets people involved in
politics is the bad things."
After all, less than half the
voters cast ballots in the 1996
presidential election, the lowest
since 1924.
But cynicism and a lack of
younger politicians have alienated many as well. Even President Clinton, who made direct
appeals to the MTV crowd, is the
father of a freshman. And first
daughter Chelsea Clinton's peers
around the country don't like political pigeonholes.
"I think sometimes people are
afraid of the label," said Pruitt,
who describes himself as a
moderate with libertarian leanings. "It's either the liberal Democratic party or the conservative

Republican party, and students
aren't really interested in one or
the other."
The poll of more than 250,000
students in fact found 55 percent
identifying themselves as middle
of the road - the highest in a decade.
UCLA freshman Corinne LeToumeau, 18, has another view.
She says that the campus is a
melting pot of people with
different backgrounds and cultures, requiring extreme sensitivity, and that may be why people hold down their discussions.
Politics "is a touchy subject," she
said. "You don't want to touch on
someone's nerves when you've
just met these people."
People also are adjusting to a
new life and are cut off from
their usual sources of information. "You are isolated from a lot
more news media," she said.
"You're not going home clicking
on the TV by yourself as much.
You're not by yourself as much to
Just sit and concentrate on what

occurred."
The pollsters also found what
they called a disengagement
from studies, with a record 36
percent reporting that they had
been frequently bored during
their senior year in high school.
A record number had overslept
or missed class or an appointment. The amount of homework
and study time fell.
But the erstwhile seniors had
plenty of reasons, mostly falling
into the category of "senioritis."
"It was hard to focus because
you're so excited to be going to
college," said Evans, the Nebraska freshman.
Brian W Thompson, a 19-yearold freshman at the University of
North Carolina, said the courses
ceased to be challenging.
"I think high schools don't keep
up with most of the students that
go to college," said the politically-interested history and political
science major.

Come join the staff of The BG News!
Call Darla Warnock, spring editor with questions at 372-6966

Welcome Back Students!

•••••••

"I heard a boom," Rutan said.
"I didn't want to hear that. I
looked up, saw the helium balloon
ripping and really didn't want to
see that. We had to make the decision, and we decided to jump."
Afterward, the balloon sailed
on to Texas, occasionally hitting
the ground before landing near
Gainesville, about 45 miles north
of Dallas. It dragged across
power lines, and a small fire was
started and extinguished, Federal Aviation Administration
spokesman Les Dorr said.
The Air Force sent up chase
planes to monitor the balloon,
and a police helicopter took up
the chase at the lower altitudes.
The Global Hilton and Uliassi's
balloon were both made by the
same company, Cameron Balloons. Melton has said he spoke to
Cameron after Uliassi's failed attempt and was told the Global
Hilton had no design problems.

Rock and
Roll Hall
names its
director
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND - The Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame and
Museum has appointed David T Abbott as its executive director.
The rock hall announced
Abbott's permanent appointment on Friday.
Abbott has served in the
position on an interim basis
since May, when William
Hulztt resigned as executive director to return to
private business.
Prior to joining the rock
hall, Abbott was executive
director of the Cleveland
Bicentennial Commission.
"Giving Jim this responsibility will help us do a
much better job of coordinating the efforts among
the curatorial, communications and marketing areas,"
Abbott said.

COLLEGIATE CONNECTION
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Hundreds of women join in
filing suit against Norplant
The Associated Press
EDINBURG, Texas -- One
woman claims she was so depressed she felt like killing her
child. Another says she wanted to
kill herself.
The common link between the
two was a surgically implanted
birth control device called Norplant, and this week they and
(bur other Texas women go to
trial demanding compensation
from the contraceptive's maker,
alleging they were deceived
about the severity of side effects.
It is the first of thousands of
Norplant lawsuits to go to trial.
"I'm watching the case with
great interest," said Chris Parks,
a Port Arthur lawyer who represents 800 women In a federal
lawsuit against Wyeth-Ayerst
Laboratories, the maker of Norplant.
"I feel very confident that if a
Jury's allowed to see all the facts,
they'll come to the same conclusion that I have, and that is that
these women were wronged by
this company," Parks said.
Jury selection in state court is
scheduled for Tuesday in the
lawsuit brought by the six Texas
women against Wyeth-Ayerst
and its parent company, American Home Products Corp. of Madison, N.J.
The women, among about
50,000 nationwide who have filed
suit over Norplant, demand actual damages totaling $3 million
and exemplary damages equaling 1 percent of the net worth of
American Home Products. For
the nine months ending Sept. 30,
1997, the company reported a net
income of $1.5 billion and worldwide sales of more than $10.5 billion. The company's thirdquarter earnings dipped after It
recalled the diet drugs Pondimin
and Redux because of studies
linking them to heart damage.
Lawyers on both sides wouldn't
speak publicly about the Norplant case because of a court gag
order.
Norplant consists of six match
stick-sized capsules that are implanted into the upper arm,
where they release a synthetic
hormone that prevents pregnancy for up to five years.
After it went on the market in

CLEVELAND - Federal inspectors have found a number of
serious safety-related violations
at the air carrier formerly known
as ValuJet Airlines, The Plain
Dealer of Cleveland reported
Sunday.
The airline, now called AirTran
Airlines, said it would sue the
newspaper If the report wasn't
retracted.
William C. Barnard, a spokesman for The Plain Dealer, said
the newspaper would not comment on the airline's statement
Sunday night.
A ValuJet DC-9 plunged into
the Everglades in 1996 shortly
after takeoff from Miami International Airport, killing all 110
people on board. A cargo fire on
the doomed flight was blamed on
parts with falsified maintenance

Tues. - Thurs. 8:30-8pm
Friday 9-6pm
Sunday 11-3pm
Also open MLK Day
REGULAR HOURS
Mon.-Fri. 9-5:30
Saturday 9-5

AiMclMid PI*M pnoia
A woman holds four Norplant contraceptive devices, matchstick-like
rods which are inserted into a woman's arm to keep her from getting
pregnant for a number of years.
the United States in 1991, women
began complaining of health
problems ranging from headaches and weight gain to ovarian
cysts and depression.
One plaintiff in this week's
trial, Slvia Cortez, contends she
was so depressed while using
Norplant from 1991 to 1993 that
she "felt like killing her child,"
according to court documents.
Plaintiff Maria Munoz said her
depression was so severe during
the three years she used Norplant, that she had suicidal
thoughts, went from a size 9 to a
size 15 and lost hair.
The lawsuit alleges WyethAyerst and American Home

Products "purposefully downplayed and understated the
health hazards, side effects and
risks associated with the Norplant system."
Wyeth-Ayerst has said it
stands behind Norplant, calling it
"one of the most extensively
studied contraceptive methods."
It has been approved for distribution in 39 countries and used
by about 1 million American
women and 2.5 million women
worldwide, the company said.
Despite the lawsuits, the Food
and Drug Administration and
several physician groups continue to support Norplant.

Officials with the National
records.
The violations found at the air- Transportation Safety Board beline, now based in Orlando, Fla, lieve improperly labeled and
included falsified documents, stowed oxygen canisters In the
Improper maintenance, faulty DC-9's cargo hold either started
repairs and repeated failures to or fueled a fire that brought the
supervise contractors.
plane down.
The FAA documents Include a
The findings were in internal
Federal Aviation Administration preliminary draft of the agency's
documents obtained by The Plain AirTran inspection report. The
draft report mentions numerous
Dealer.
The documents, based on a safety problems that have been
three-week Inspection that ended documented in at least four preNov. 7, show the airline had more vious FAA inspections and one
serious violations than a Febru- conducted by the Defense Deary 1996 report that recom- partment.
mended that the burgeoning VaIn one inspection, the FAA
luJet, then headquartered In Atvisited a contractor repainting
lanta, be grounded.
That warning went unheeded several former ValuJet Airlines
until after the May 11,1996 crash planes with the company's new
of ValuJet night 592. The dis- red, teal and white paint schema
count airline was eventually They discovered that rudders
grounded for more than three used to steer the planes in flight
had been improperly reinstalled.
months.
k
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More safety concerns brought
against former ValuJet Airlines
The Associated Press
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Ice storm still
causing problems
The Associated Press
National Guardsmen flew over
rural areas of the Northeast Sunday looking for families isolated
without power or food since last
week's ice storm, and temperatures threatened to drop below
zero during the night.
Hundreds of thousands of
homes and businesses still had no
electricity across northern sections of New York, Vermont,
New Hampshire and Maine.
"I'm a little worried that we're
moving into the time when people are starting to lose patience,"
said Maine Gov. Angus King. "Even though It's sunny now, It Isnt
over."
"Tonight is the night that we've
really got to look after one another," King said.
New Hampshire alone had
more than 500 utility line crews
from as far away as Delaware
busy cutting through downed
trees to get at broken utility
poles and drooping lines. They
were helped by National
Guardsmen.
"In one area, in order to connect just two customers, we had
to restore about two miles of
wires and several poles," said
Martin Murray, spokesman for
Public Service Co. of New Hampshire. "It's very time-consuming

| and tedious."
Last week's huge storm caused
floods across the South and
spread thick, clinging Ice across
the Northeast and the eastern
third of Canada Eleven deaths
were blamed on the storm In
Canada, plus two in Maine and
one in New York. Seven deaths
were counted in Tennessee flooding plus two in North Carolina
and one in South Carolina.
Guard helicopters were sent
flying across a 7,000-square-mile
area of northern New York to
search for people isolated and in
their fourth day without electricity.
By midday, the helicopter
crews had rescued 16 people.
As people were urged to go to
public shelters because of the below-zero temperatures forecast
by Monday morning, hospitals in
some areas treated people for
exposure to carbon monoxide gas
produced by home generators,
charcoal grills and propane
heaters.
"People are very proud in
Maine and they would rather ride
it out in their own home than go
to a shelter," said Paul Halvachs,
a nursing supervisor at St.
Joseph Hospital in Bangor,
Maine.
Two Maine residents died of
carbon monoxide while operating

Allocated PTVM phef •

National Guardsmen land their helicopter on an open field during I The Guardsmen were called in to assure the safety of residents in the
the height of the ice storm which fell across the Northeast recently. area.
generators in their basements
without ventilation.
William and Doris Belanger
were relying on a kerosene
heater in the kitchen of their
home at Auburn, Maine.

Ohio execution could be near
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - No matter
where Attorney General Betty
Montgomery goes, she is followed by one subject - the
death penalty.
"It's the first thing I'm asked
about," she said.
Ohio is moving slowly
toward executing Its first inmate since 1963. Montgomery
has pledged to see that the
death penalty is carried out.
She says it's her job to follow
the law.
Shortly after taking office In
1995, she established a special
section in her office to concentrate on death-penalty cases.
She has pushed for laws that
closed loopholes and speeded
up the death penalty appeals
process.
But it is doubtful that there
will be an execution this year.
Wilford Berry Jr., who has
moved to the front of the list by
waiving his state appeals, still
must go through the federal
courts appeals process.
'This is a case that's not going to move as quickly as peo-

ple think," Montgomery said
last week. "The reality Is that
there is still a federal system
this case will have to go
through."
Berry, a Cleveland man who
killed his boss in 1989, is
scheduled to be executed on
March 3. The Ohio Supreme
Court on Wednesday denied a
stay of execution in his case.
But the inmate dubbed the
volunteer probably won't get
his wish too soon. The state supreme court has ruled that
Berry is mentally competent to
waive his appeals. The federal
courts now must decide
whether Berry can waive his
appeals at that level.
Montgomery, however,
noted that the same question
has come up before in the federal courts.
"In many other states the
first person to be executed has
been a volunteer," she said.
"But these cases move so
slowly and are so unpredictable."
Greg Meyers, chief of the

Colonial Barbers

Public Defender's death penalty division, has said his office
would ask a federal judge to
consider whether state courts
violated Berry's constitutional
rights by applying an incorrect
standard of mental competency.
Montgomery, who will announce next month that she is
running for a second term, said
she has tried to keep the death
penalty from becoming a political issue.
"It's not an issue that I go out
and talk about," she said, adding that she's willing to talk
about the issue only when
someone asks.
Her likely opponent in the
November election, former
state solicitor Richard Cordray, won't make it an issue
either.
"She and I agree in supporting the death penalty," he said.
"Making it a campaign issue
really isn't appropriate. I don't
expect it to be a campaign issue."

Toby's Party Oasis.
(State Liquor Agency)
1070 N. Main 353-1551

"We manage. There's no water,
no heat, no electricity. Nothing.
So you get along with what you
got," said Mrs. Belanger, 73.
She said her husband went out
to survey the broken tree limbs

205 X. Prospect

Strome said the surgery, last
performed in Belgium, will likely
CLEVELAND - A motorcycle cause controversy in the medical
accident crushed Timothy Heid- community over the risks versus
ler's voice box 19 years ago. But the benefits of transplanting a
he spoke this week after the first nonvital organ. Undergoing
larynx transplant since 1969, a major surgery is always risky,
procedure the lead surgeon pre- and the body could later reject
the transplanted organ, requiring
dicted will be second-guessed.
The Pennsylvania man grinned more surgery to have it removed.
Friday as he croaked a few words
"I think there will be some
- "Hello" and "Hi, Mom" - after folks that will perhaps say we
undergoing 12 hours of surgery shouldn't do it, but I'm not one
at the Cleveland Clinic on Sun- that ascribes to that," he said.
"I think that if people want to
day.
be normal, or as normal as they
'To be able, after 19 years, to can be, and are willing to make
communicate the way you and I the sacrifices to make it happen,
do was clearly a very special oc- we're here to serve the populacasion," said Dr. Marshall tion."
Strome, leader of the surgical
Heidler's larynx was destroyed
team.
when he crashed his motorcycle
Heidler, 40, of Hollidaysburg, on the way to firefighter training
Pa, received the larynx, part of school. He spent years recoverthe trachea and 70 percent of the ing from his injuries and currentthroat from an unidentified Cin- ly is unemployed. The clinic paid
for the surgery but declined to
cinnati man.
By Wednesday, he said his first disclose the cost.
Before the operation, Heidler
post-surgery words. Doctors said
they will keep him quiet while his "talked" with the help of a vibrastitches heal, but he could be tory device that produces an
speaking in a normal voice in five electronic voice. But in a video
shot before surgery and shown at
months or less.
The Associated Press
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American Heart
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Exercise.

a news conference afterward, he
complained the device was difficult to learn to use.
"I feel that if this can be done,
it will benefit a lot of people
down the road," Heidler said on
the tape, using the device. "Not
being able to communicate is
hard on anybody."
He volunteered for the surgery
last year after being informed of
the risks of infection and organ
rejection.
"Tim is very verbal, very
bright, very motivated," Strome
said. "He clearly understood
what he wanted to have done."
Heidler Is taking anti-rejection
medicine and will live with the
risk of rejection for at least another five years. Strome said he
believes there is a 70 percent
chance the larynx will still be
functioning by then.
Strome and other experts in
head and neck surgery said the
last larynx transplant was performed on a cancer patient who
died soon afterward. Strome said
articles written about that transplant indicate the operation
failed to re-establish the patient's
voice.

ESDDESB.

Guaranteed Low Prices! 353 8208
Your neighborhood store that has everything!
Items for your dorm room or apartment
•bookcases • towels • school supplies • plastics •
• laundry baskets • cleaning supplies • snacks •
• party supplies • many items for $1!
Hours: Mon-Sat. 9 am - 7 pm Sun. 12 pm - 5 pm

FALL 1 998 Leasing
UNITS GOING FAST!

BGSU ICE ARENA

Fall 1998 Lists Now Available

Public Skating Schedule

New Frazee (451 & 424) Ave. Apartments (Full)
• Frazee Ave. Apartments
• East Merry Ave. Apartments (522 Full)
• Field Manor Apartments
• Mercer Manor Apartments
• Ridge Manor Apartments
• Campbell Hill Apartments (95% Full)

Sales Rep of the Month
for December

electricity Sunday in Maine, with
24,500 blacked out in New Hampshire and 9,600 in Vermont. New
York utilities estimated about
500,000 people were without
power.

Man regains voice after surgery

10 a.m. - 7 p.m. Mon - Wed «<*«"
10 a.m. - 9 p.m. Thurs. - Sat.

354-0303

and power lines littering streets
in their neighborhood. "After
that, he told me 'We ain't never
getting power back,'" she said.
Utilities estimated 230,000
homes and businesses still had no

GREENDRIAR, INC.
052-0717

GREENBRIAR, INC.
Hours
224 E, Wooster
Monday - Friday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Bowling Creen, OH 43402
Sarurday 9 a.m. -1 p.m.

Come in today before
it is TOO LATE!

Wed., Fri. & Sat. 8-10 PM
Sunday 3:30-5:30 & 7-9 PM
BGSU Students (w/I.D.
$2.00 admission

$1.00 rental skates of all sizes

BGSU Ice Arena is also available for private
rentals.
public skating will not be available
when the varsity hockey team is at
home.
CALL 372-2264 for more information and
confirmation of these times.
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Student medics come to campus
rescue at University of Dayton
The Associated Press

BC New§ PhMo by Jeremy Martin

A University cheerleader leads the crowd in a cheer against
Eastern Michigan.

DAYTON - Katie Fulnecky
was goofing around, hanging
over the top of the bunk bed in
her University of Dayton dorm
room, when she lost her grip and
tumbled six feet to the floor.
Her fellow students came to
the rescue. Not her dorm mates the university's student paramedic squad that spends its semesters balancing school work with
saving lives.
The all-volunteer squad, composed of students trained in paramedic techniques, found her
curled on the floor in a fetal position. They quickly evaluated her,
placed her on a backboard, and
rushed her to the hospital.
The 18-year-old from South
Bend, Ind., pulled through, despite a nasty bump to her head.
It didn't bother her at all that
her rescuers were students.
"It's great that we have students that know how to do this
and reacted so quickly and so
well," she said.
Formed in 1992, the squad has
19 certified emergency medical
technicians provide free service
to students from 7 p.m. to 7 a.m.
seven days a week. It fielded 136
calls last academic year and

received more than 100 through
the fall semester.
Training includes 100 hours in
the classroom, 12 hours in a hospital emergency room and eight
supervised runs with professional ambulance crews. The
squad can respond to zny campus
emergency withi.i two minutes.
Squad members are qualified
to operate defibrillators to
restore or restart regular heart
beats, perform intubations to
restore the breathing passages of
patients, and help with administering drugs like nitroglycerin
and epinephrine to help with
heart or breathing difficulties.
The training regimen matches
that of professional paramedics
and is so good, squad members
say, that some campus medics
return to their home communities and sign on as medics there.
The student group was formed
to help out campus police, who
otherwise would be required to
respond to medical emergencies.
"It's great training," said Tom
Beers, 22, of Painesville.
Beers, in his fourth year on the
student rescue squad at UD, is a
general-studies major in the
Army ROTC program and wants
to become a professional paramedic.

New clue entered in Ramsey case
The Associated Press
NEW YORK -- A full review of
the JonBenet Ramsey case
ordered by the new police commander turned up a crucial missing piece of evidence. Time
magazine reported.
Police retracing their steps reportedly found a heavy, black
flashlight first spotted on the
kitchen counter of the Ramsey
home Dec. 26, 1996, the morning
the 6-year-old girl's body was
found.
Boulder, Colo., police believe
she was killed by a blow to the
head with the flashlight, after
she already had a cord tied
around her neck. The flashlight
was discovered among other
Ramsey evidence stored at police

headquarters. Time magazine
reported in its Jan. 19 issue, due
on newsstands today.
Similar to those used by police,
the flashlight was sent to the
Colorado Bureau of Investigation
crime lab for testing.
Boulder police declined to
comment on the Time article
Sunday.
"I don't know anything about
it," spokeswoman Leslie Aaholm
said. "The flashlight rumor was
out there a month ago. We can't
comment on any operational details."
The flashlight was found after
Mark Beckner, who took over the
investigation in October, ordered
a review of all case files, evidence and materials.
Police have said the girl's
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wealthy parents, John and Patsy
Ramsey, "remain under an umbrella of suspicion" in their
daughter's death. The Ramseys
have vehemently denied any part
in the murder.
Ramsey found his daughter's
body in the basement hours after
Mrs. Ramsey reported the girl
missing and found a ransom note
demanding $118,000.
Boulder District Attorney Alex
Hunter reportedly told The New
Yorker magazine that no official
charges against the parents have
been made because "the case
against the Ramseys is unf liable"
at this point.
"The Ramseys would be out on
bail within hours," Hunter said in
the Jan. 19 issue of the magazine,
which also hits newsstands today.
Illlllllljljlllllllllll Mill 11.111 lll.lll.
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Like many college students, he
• sort of stumbled into his career
choice When he was a freshman.
Beers' roommate signed up for
the squad and dragged him along
for moral support.
One thing led to another and
Beers stayed on.
"It was better than any adrenaline rush I had gotten in the
Army. Then it hit me like a diamond bullet. I was like, 'Wow,
this is what I want to do for the
rest of my life,'" Beers recalled.
"I really enjoyed it."

"It was better than
any adrenaline rush I
had gotten in the
Army. Then it hit me
like a diamond bullet.
It was like, 'Wow, this
is what I want to do
for the rest of my life.
I really enjoyed it."

Tom Beers
Many of the cases students
handle aren't pretty. One of
student rescue worker
Beers' first runs was to help a
student who had taken sleeping
pills in a suicide attempt. She time and dedication.
"It can drain you," Beers said.
survived.
And then there are the intoxiThat's why squad chief Marie
cation calls.
Gallagher advises new members
"Drunk students can turn on to work only one shift per week.
"You get a call at 3 or 4 o'clock
you pretty quickly - from
breathing to not breathing," he in the morning, and that wrecks
your whole night, sleepwise,"
said.
Working on the squad takes said Gallagher, 21, of Toledo.
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MEN'S
BASKETBALL

WEDNESDAY
NIGHT VS.
KENT
7:00 ANDERSON ARENA
students admitted FREE
with valid BGSU ID
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LOOKING TO MOVE
J
OFF CAMPUS
«
NEXT YEAR?

OFF CAMPUS HOUSING
FAIR
Thursday, January 15, 1998
3-5:30 p.m.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
B.G.'s First

MtiifMD
■ Free pager with College ID
w/ purchase of activation

"No one can sell you a Beeper cheaper"
111 Railroad St.
(Behind the Shed, next to Kinko's)

We now also have movie rentals!
Monday - Saturday • 10am - 6pm

354-5233

«

Meet: Landlords, City Officials,
and University Officials.

* PRICE LIST OF AVAILABLE
APARTMENTS WILL BE
PROVIDED

Sponsored by Off Campus
Housing. For more info.
call: 372-2458.
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Oh Piggy!

2S»Daviona Beach
March 8-14 9 1998
Package Includes:
• 6 Nights Accommodations at the
Holiday Inn Sunspree Resort on
the Beach.
• MTV will be there!!!!
• Side excursions to Disney World,
Universal Studios, Epcot Center
(Additional Cost).
• Discounts to Nightlife, Restaurants, and
Shopping.
•Cost: #269.00/Based on Quad
Occupancy
gl59.00AVithout Travel/Quad
Occupancy
(Additional $20.00 charge after
January 15th.)
•Initial Deposit of $50.00 due at time of
sign-up.

Dragon II is a pig being raised by mentally challenged children. James Cromwell is trying to save the
pig from slaughter.
°

Station drops Pitts' program
The Associated Press
TOLEDO - A television station
has dropped a weekly religious
program featuring a minister
charged with public indecency.
WUPN-Fox 36 dropped Present
Truth, a half-hour show of sermons by the Rev. Michael Pitts of
Cornerstone Church, on Dec. 26,
said Rev. Jeffery Smith, an associate pastor at the church. Television station officials told the
church they no longer wanted to
carry the program, which nets
the station about $190,000 in
broadcast fees, he said.
Negotiations for a new 1998
contract began in August but
were stalled in September when
Pitts was charged with three
misdemeanor counts each of public indecency and criminal trespassing. By Nov. 7, Pitts faced
seven additional public Inde-

For More Information Contact: 372-2343

cency charges and four other
criminal trespassing charges.
Pitts has been accused of exposing himself in public places
several times over a span of two
years.
One of his trials is set to begin
Thursday in Maumee Municipal
Court.
On Friday, WUPN General
Manager Mark Stover would only
say that the contract expired in
December and the station had
honored its commitment.
"Mr. Stover said it was in the
best interest of the community
that this program not continue to
air," Smith told The Blade for a
story Saturday.
DesDite the charges against
Pitts, membership at the Pentecostal church remains steady at
about 5,000.
Pitts continues to preach and
travel to revivals and seminars

"Mr. Stover said it
was in the best
interest of the
community that this
program not continue
to air."
Rev. Jeffrey Smith
associate pastor at Cornerstone
Church
around the country.
Smith said the church was exploring other television markets
for the program. Videotaping of
Sunday services continues, he
said, and selected services will
be available to parishioners for
about $15.

Welcome Back!
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Happy New Year
University Bookstore
(Conveniently located on campus)

New and used textbooks
•Special order book service -Children's books -Best sellers 'Paperbacks -Study aids
•Magazines -Calculators -BGSU sweatshirts and t-shirts -Art & school supplies
•Film & developing -Greeting cards -Gifts -BGSU imprint items -Health & beauty aids

Special opening hours:

Regular store hours:

Tue., Jan. 13
Wed., Jan 14
Thurs., Jan. 15
Fri., Jan. 16
Sat., Jan. 17

Regular hours resume Tue., Jan. 20
Mon. - Thurs.
8am - 6pm
Friday
8am - 5pm
Saturday
9am - 5pm
Sunday
Closed

8am
8am
8am
8am
8am

- 8pm
- 8pm
- 8pm
- 5pm
- 5pm

Closed Sun.. Jan. 18 & Mon.. Jan. 19

Phone: 372-2851
fS^

ffl s

The University Bookstore is owned and operated by Bowling Green State University
for the purpose of supplying the students with textbooks, classroom materials and to
supply your college needs.
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SPORTS
BG outlasts Eagles, now 5-0 in MAC

□ Raterman pours in 31
as BG now looks to undefeated Kent.
By JASON McMAHON
The BG News
YPSILANTI, Mich. - Sometimes It's better to be lucky than
good. Check that - it's better to
be lucky and good.
The Bowling Green women's
basketball team was both Saturday, turning a couple lucky
bounces into a decisive 16-4 second-half run to turn away pesky
Eastern Michigan 97-85 to set up
an important showdown
Wednesday night at Kent. Both
teams are undefeated atop the
Mid-American Conference East
division.
Falcon center Jacki Raterman
scored a career-high 31 points,
including the first eight in the
spurt that turned a one-point

game into an 81-68 BG lead.
"(Raterman) probably kept the
game in our favor," BG coach
Jacl Clark said. "That's all we
had going for us. I'm not sure we
were stopping very consistently,
and our only choice was to score
and keep scoring. Jacki was able
to do that."
The Eagles (5-8, 0-5 MAC) had
climbed to within one at 65-64,
employing a zone defense that
frustrated the Falcons (10-3, 5-0
MAC) into four turnovers in a
six-possession stretch.
Enter Raterman. After missing
a couple shots, the 6-foot junior
was posting up under the basket
when an errant pass bounced off
an Eagle defender. Raterman
grabbed the loose ball and put it
in off the glass.
The next time down the court,
the same thing happened.
"It was all luck," Raterman
laughed. "I was just in the right
place at the right time."
"You're not supposed to say

Women's
Basketball
Bowling Green
97
Eastern Michigan . . .85
that," scolded teammate Sara
Puthoff, who quietly scored 28
points of her own. "You're supposed to say it was planned."
Raterman drained two more
jumpers before heading to the
bench for a breather. Junior Jill
DeFosse sank a 3-pointer, and
sophomore Sherry Kahle
dropped in five points to finish
off the run. EMU would get no
closer than seven the rest of the
way.
The Falcons, bolstered by
Raterman's 12-of-15 marksmanship from the field, shot a blistering 72 percent in the second half
and 63 percent for the game. The
deadeye shooting was able to
overcome a pourous defense that

allowed 85 points to a team without a conference win.
"We knew that our defense
wasn't playing as hard as it could
be," Raterman said. "Our weak
side wasn't there all the time. We
just weren't playing together and
we weren't talking ihe floor as
much on the defensive side.
"But we shot the ball really
well and our offense came back
and scored enough to put the
points on the board and beat
them. That's what really matters."
Clark attributed the lax defense to the game being the Falcons' fourth in eight days and
coming on the heels of a thrilling
85-80 win at Toledo.
"It's hard coming off a big
win," Clark said, referring to the
Toledo game. "But the bottom
line is we got the win.
"We were getting points real
easy early In the game out of
transition. We just had to understand how the game changed. It

■BG has busted out to a 5-0 start
in the MAC, including an 85-80
win at archrival Toledo. The Falcons have been competing without reserve guard/forward
Chrissy Billiter, who left the team.
Full story in tomorrow's BG
News.

Raterman

Puthoff

took us a little while to do that."
Senior forward Char lot I a Jones
added 17 points for the Falcons,
and hauled down a game-high 16
rebounds. She grabbed one less
rebound (13) than the entire
EMU team.
Junior transfer Jessica Henry
scored led the Eagles with 30
points, many on fast-break
layups or long-range jumpers.
"We told her to slow down and
let the game come to her and I
think that's what she did," EMU
coach Paulette Stem said. "She

gives us a lot of energy on both
sides of the court."
BG will put its undefeated record to the test Wednesday night
in Kent. With road wins against
Miami and Toledo already under
their belt, the Falcons are looking
to establish themselves as the
team to beat in the East.
Kent was favored in the
preseason poll, with BG in second.
"It's definitely going to be a big
game for us," Puthoff said. "We
really don't play well down there,
but we're looking to change that
this year. It's going to be a hardfought game."

Wild win over EMU
puts Falcons in first
a Controversy erupts
after BG tops the MACfavorite Eagles.
By JASON McMAHON
The BG News
The ticking sound heard in Anderson Arena Saturday night
could have been time running out
on Eastern Michigan's comeback
against the Bowling Green men's
basketball team. But it wasn't.
Instead, it was a time bomb
waiting to explode on the Eagles
sideline.
And after two very questionable calls in the last 20 seconds
thwarted any chance for the Eagles to come back, EMU coach
Milton Barnes blew up.
'That's a horses"t game, OK,
horses* "t game," Barnes told reporters after the 78-75 BG victory. "It's one thing to do a horses"!: job, OK. It's another thing
to just flat-out get screwed. You
don't make calls like that, and
they made them in a crucial time
in the game."
The two calls at the end had
Barnes absolutely livid. Both
came on possessions where EMU
could have tied the game or taken
the lead.
After a pair of Tony Reid free
throws put BG up 76-75 with 36
seconds to go, EMU brought the

Milton Barnes' first words were "fire away" when he walked
into the Anderson Arena interview room after Saturday night's
controversial 78-75 loss to the Falcons. Before the first question
was finished, Barnes fueled the inferno with a fiery tirade directed against MAC officials. This is what the EMU coach had to
say:
"That's ■ horseshit game, OK, horseshit game. The officials - I'm going to
talk to (MAC supervisor of officials)
Roger Parramore and (MAC commisioner) Jerry Ippoliti face to face. I have
the right to them; I'm going to see them
face to face, man to man.
"It's one thing to do a horseshit job,
OK. It's another thing to just flat-out
get screwed. You don't make calls like
that, and they made them in a crucial
time In the game. Now they did a bad
job. Period. Randy Drury. Brad (Croninger) and Dick Ames, they did a horseshit job.
"Now my hat's off to Bowling Green
for winning. I know that's what they
want to da My hat's off to them. They
did a good job. They played their butts
off. Ail right - 1 commend them for
that.
"But the officiating has got to get
better in the league. That's why this
league don't get respect. If it don't get
better, the MAC will never get no respect. Quote me on that.
"My kids played hard We didn't deserve to lose this game like this. Not
like this. You lose to a ball club because
they outplayed you. Not because officials blow the calls.
"Now Brad's got something against
me and I don't know what it is. But we'll
have a face-to-face meeting to decide it,
man to num.
"Well, Drury is experienced -- I'm
disappointed in Randy because he's
supposed to be the experienced guy out
there and he sailed right into it. I kept
telling him, 'Brad's got something personal against me for whatever reason.'
He did a terrible job, called everything
against me he could. Randy and Dick ...

didn't take charge like they were supposed to to make this a neutral game
that the players decided That's what
the game is about - let players decide
it; officials, get out of the way.
"Now I'm not a sore loser, but I don't
like losing when I feel like I got
screwed. Now if the MACs got a problem with me saying that publicly, then
they gotta do something about it. Clean
it up. I'm not gonna sit back and continue to let my kids work their tails off
and referees blow the games.
"Yes, they made some bad calls at
both ends. I'm sure Dan (Dakich) got
some complaints too. But you don't
make crucial calls down the stretch to
decide the outcome. That's the second
time that's happened to me. Now how
the hell am I supposed to sit back and
let it happen? Second time this year to decide the game. To decide the
game. Which game was that? I can't
even rememember which game it was.
I'm so pissed off.
"I don't know (how the jump ball call
was overruled). Youll have to ask them
that. I have no idea They don't have to
justify what they do, why they do it,
OK. They don't have to justify it. All
they do is call it and go home. Make
their calls and go home. That's all they
have to do. And we got to sit back as
coaches and let that happen.
"I'm not. I'm not gonna let it happen.
Now Ippoliti and Parramore can see me
man to man. And I'll see these same
three officials, man to man, and tell
them what 1 think. It's gotta stop. That's
all I'm saying. It's gotta stop. And I'll
say it every game it happens. Fine me no, suspend me, whatever the MAC
wants to do. I'm gonna let them know
that they're wrong. 'Cuz I'm a man.'*

• See WILD, page fourteen.

Foot injury costs Stacey rest of season
□ The Falcon junior is
applying for a medical
redshirt in hopes of retaining two more years
of eligibility.
By RYAN JOHNSON
The BG News
For Bowling Green forward
Anthony Stacey, this basketball
season has been filled wth disappointments and setbacks.
The latest setback came last
week when Stacey reaggravated
a past injury that will cause him
to miss the remainder of the
season.
Stacey relnjured the plantar
fascia in his right foot in the Falcons' 77-72 victory at Central
Michigan on January 5. After
evaluating the injury, it was determined that the Junior would
not be able to return for the
1997-98 season.
Stacey will apply to the NCAA
for a medical redshirt and will
still have two full years of eligibility remaining. There L« not
expected to be any problem with
the extra year being granted by
the NCAA.
"He was going to be out another 2-4 weeks and we Just decided that it's Just not fair to
i

Stacey," Falcon coach Dan Dakich said. "It's unfair to just
bring him back and bring him
back. He's got too much on the
line for his career that we figure
that a fifth year will be better."
Stacey initially tore his plantar
fascia, the connective tissue that
runs along the bottom of the foot,
when he landed awkwardly at IIlinios-Chicago on November 29.
He missed the next five games
before returning and reaggravating the injury.
"Very seldom do we see a person of that age that has completely torn his plantar fascia," BG
assistant athletic trainer Mike
Messaros said. "It really was a
freak Injury."
Messaros added the injury is
mostly found in middle-aged athletes and distance runners. According to Messaros, the risk of
reinjury was also very slim when
Stacey was cleared to play.
"I thought that if he was going
t<> reinjure it, it would have been
about a week before it happened,
when it was still sore," Messaros
said. "I thought that we were
over the hump."
The two-time Honorable Mention All-MAC selection, who was
averaging 12.4 points this year
while shooting 55 percent from
the field, remains to be a major
pail of the team despite being

sidelined. Dakich emphasized the
importance of Stacey's leadership contribution to the Falcons.
"He's an important part of the
team," Dakich said. "Some
coaches say that to keep players
involved, but he's such an emotional guy. Some players have to
be playing to have guys listen to
them, other guys get that respect
whether they're playing or not.
With Stacey, because of his determination, ability and personality, he has that respect."
The blow of Stacey's loss is softened somewhat by the fact that
the Falcons have played without
him for the majority of the
season. The Falcons (6-7, 3-2
MAC) have managed to sneak to
the top of the MAC East division
with Stacey only seeing limited
duty.
"If you're going along and all
of a sudden you have your
22-point scorer, and he goes
down, and you haven't done it
without him, then that's difficult," Dakich said. "It's still
difficult, but they know they've
done it without him."
Stacey will continue to rehab
the foot and has begun the team's
off-season weight lifting program. He Is expected to make a
full recovery for the 1998-99
season.

BG N.w, Pk«. by Jtrcny Martin

Anthony Stacey watches from the bench during Saturday's victory over Eastern Michigan. The junior
forward will spend the rest of the sea-.on on the sidelines after re-aggravating a foot injury.
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Packers make a run
toward title defense
The Associated Press
SAN FRANCISCO - Brett Favre and the Green Bay defense
made the big plays. The San
Francisco 49ers made the big
mistakes.
The result was a 23-10 Packers
victory Sunday In the NFC
championship game that sends
them to San Diego, where they
will play for their second straight
Super Bowl victory, this time
against the Denver Broncos.
i>w(lMitruni>iti
Favre threw a 27-yard touchdown pass to Antonio Freeman
Packer tailback Dorsey Levens rushes for some of his 114 yards during and for 222 yards overall, taking
Sunday's NFC championship game. Levens, a backup to Edgar Bennett advantage of San Francisco corlast season, was the first back to hit the century mark against the 49ers nerbacks Rod Woodson and Marthis year.
quej pope, the one weakness in

Elway, Broncos to test
AFC jinx one more time
The Associated Press

U$t

Championship
PITTSBURGH ~ All that's left
for John Elway to do now is to
win the game he's never won: the
Denver
24
Super Bowl.
21
The Denver quarterback threw Pittsburgh
two touchdown passes in the final
minutes of the first half and the
Broncos held off turnoverOnly two other Broncos stricken Pittsburgh 24-21 Sunday Steve
Atwater and Tyrone
in the AFC championship game.
Braxton - were around when Elway last led Denver to the Super
No NFL quarterback has won Bowl in the 1989 season.
"I feel great for John because,
more games or led more comebacks than the 37-year-old El- let's face it, he's been the Denver
way, a certain Hall of Fame. But Broncos," coach Mike Shanahan
few have played worse in the said. "To play at the level he
Super Bowl, where the Broncos plays at his age is something else.
are 0-4 - three of them during He deserves another shot at
the Elway era, all of them by at this."
Elway put Denver ahead 24-14
least 19 points.
"I'd like to think I've saved the at halftime, then led a tense drive
best for last," said Elway, who in the final minutes to keep the
waited eight years to get back to ball away from the Steelers, who
the NFL championship game. pulled within a field goal on Kor"Having been there a few times dell Stewart's touchdown pass
and being a little bit older now, with 2:46 left - the only points in
the second half.
it'll help."
"It's everyone's goal and
Elway & Co. will play Brett Favre and the Green Bay Packers in there's a lot of hype and excitethe Super Bowl on Jan. 25 in San ment about going. But I'm past
Diego. The Packers won the NFC the excitement stage of going to
championship game by beating the Super Bowl," Elway said. "I
San Francisco 23-10 and were the want to go there and win one."
Stewart idolized Elway while
early Super Bowl favorites at 13
growing up in Louisiana, and he
1/2 points.

WE ARE
BOWLING GREENS
ONLY FULL LINE

Medical miracles
start with research

EARN EXTRA
CASH

2000PK KIT

$219.95

We offer m complete line of photo dau
supplies at special Pluto Clan smdeml
mhcouno.-We oho ktrre mew t\ used comerwj as
well a offer o liberal abcoum on ft,
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{jjriemtfy's
1027 N. Main
Sun. • Thurs. 7am until 11pm.
Fri. • Sat 7am until 12am.

Sera-Care Plasma Center

NOW LEASING FALL 1998

531-3332
Safe & E

ATTENTION
PHOTO CLASS STUDENTS

• COMPACT Jf MM MANUAL
SI*/ACCEPTS n LENSES

(Good through the whole year.)

2540 DORR ST. • TOLEDO, OH

WE FEATURE
•I HOUR fILM PROCESSING
•CAMERAS • LENSES • FILM
•BATTERIES
•DARKROOM SUPPLIES C PAPERS
• PLUS SO MUCH MORE

■ INCLUDES S*MM LENS

10% discount to all students &
faculty with a college ID.

and help save lives
... donate plasma

PHOTO SPECIALTY STORE

PROMASTER

Oddsmakers
give nod to
Green Bay
bytwoTDs

Spotless is favored by more
than two touchdowns over winless In the Super Bowl.
The Green Bay Packers, who
won their third Super Bowl In as
many tries last year, took the
NFC title Sunday in convincing
fashion, 23-10 over the 49ers at
San Francisco. The Denver
Broncos, 0-4 In the big game,
went into Pittsburgh and beat the
i Steelers 24-21.
Green Bay is a 13 1/2-point
favorite for the game on Jan. 25
at San Diego.
"One of the things we talked
about before this season started
was that we needed to accomplish enough and get back to the
Super Bowl so we could be mentioned with the great teams in the
league," Packers tight end Mark
Chmura said. "Well, we think
we're headed in that direction,
but we have another step to
take."
That step, if taken, would give
the NFC 14 straight Super Bowl
Associated Press photo
victories. It also would make the
Packers (15-3) the second team to
Denver QB John Elway celebrates the Broncos' fourth trip to the Super twice win consecutive Super
Bowl in his career. In his three prior trips, Denver has been outscored
by an average of 32 points.
• See ODDS, page fifteen

• See BRONCOS, page fifteen

at
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The Associated Press

copied him by leading five
fourth-quarter comebacks this
season. But he crippled the
Steelers with three interceptions
- two In the end zone - and a
fumble, then by waiting too long
to come back.
"It got a little hairy there at the
end, didn't it?" defensive end
Neil Smith said. "But I looked at
coach (Shanahan) and I said,
'Don't worry, we're going to win
it.'"
Denver is the fourth wild-card
team since 1978 to reach the
Super Bowl. The Broncos had
won only one playoff game on the
road in 15 years until last week,
then beat No. 1 seed Kansas City
and No. 2 seed Pittsburgh in consecutive weeks.
Between them, the Chiefs and
Steelers were 16-1 at home this
season, and Pittsburgh had won
22 of its last 24 in Three Rivers.
"I think it would be hard to find
two tougher places to play on
consecutive weekends and win,"
Atwater said. "This shows we belong in the Super Bowl. I don't
think anybody can doubt it after
what we've done the last two
weeks."
The last two AFC championship games in Pittsburgh went

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS 61 FACULTY

13 -point favorites.
The Green Bay defense alp^ffi*"' Championship lowed only three points - the
other seven came on Chuck levy's 95-yard kickoff return with
2:52 left. That touchdown came
Green Bay
23
after Dorsey Levens, who ran for
San Francisco
10
114 yards, made it 23-3 with a
the 49ers' league-leading de- 5-yard TD run. It was the first
time the 49ers allowed a 100-yard
fense.
Instead, It was the Green Bay game this season.
defense, playing in rain that
The Packers played team degrew steadier as the name wore fense as preached by coordinator
on, that looked like the league's Fritz Shurmur, but there were
best. With the Favre-led offense, individual standouts, too.
the Packers look invincible in the
Eugene Robinson returned an
Super Bowl, which the NFC team interception 51 yards to set up
1
has won 13 straight times.
the game's first touchdown. GilThe early line on the Jan. 25
• See PACKERS, page fifteen
game has the Packers as

NFC
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With Heisman and national championship in hand;
Woodson leads host of underclassmen to NFL
Heisman Trophy winner Charles Woodson of Michigan announced Friday that he
was giving up his final year of eligibility
and will enter the NFL draft.
"It was a tough decision for me, something I really needed to think about,"
Woodson said at a news conference on the
campus.
Woodson helped the Wolverines win a
share of the national football championship
with a 21-16 Rose Bowl victory over Washington State on New Year's Day. Michigan
(12-0) won The Associated Press title on a
vote of writers and broadcasters, while
Nebraska (130) was No l in i he coaches'
poll.
Woodson. a defsnsivs back, waa the first
primarily defensive piayer to win the Heisman. HVwas^ap used aa a receiver and
punt returner for the Wol varines.
Woodson thanked his coaches, teammates, and especially his mother for supporting him throughout his college career
end while he made the decision to turn pro.
"My mother is a great woman. She never
really told me to go one way or the other.
She said, 'Look, its your decision. ... Ill
stand behind you,"* Woodson said.
Michigan's All-Americaj cornerback
joined more than a dozen underclassmen
who already have declared themselves
available for the April IS-19 draft.
Projected as a top three draft pick, along
with quarterbacks Peyton Manning and
Ryan Leaf, Woodson intercepted eight
passes, including one in the Wolverines'
ROM Bowl win, and also scored four touchdowns.
At least two offensive players said Friday they would stay in school for another
season: LSU running back Kevin Faulk and
quarterback Donovan McNabb of Syracuse.
Faulk's LSU teammate, offensive lineman Alan Faneca, said he is passing up his
final year for the draft.
Associated Press photo

Multi-talented Charles Woodson and the Michigan Wolverines smelled the roses in a 21 -16 Rose Bowl defeat of Ryan Leaf and Washington State to earn a share of the national championship. Now Wood-

son. Leaf and a bevy of others, including Marshall sophomore
wideout Rany Moss, are being allured by the scent of NFL dollars.

Switzer quits after 6-10 debacle

precast is the ground-level perimeter wall
of the facility.
The precast contract was awarded to
National Precast Inc. for $1,897,700. The
estimate for the work was $1,676,000.
National Precast performed similar work
on Gund Arena, home of the Cleveland Cavaliers, the city's NBA team.
The roofing work was awarded to Building Technicians Corps of Geneva, at s
price of $787,739. The estimate for the
work was $865,000 and covers all roofs except the canopy.
Cleveland Stadium is to open in August
1999 at a cost of $247 million. Mayor Michael R White has pledged to keep the stadium on time and on budget, although the
project has run Into problems keeping con
struct ion costs down.
The city needs to complete the stadium
in time for a return of the Cleveland
Browns as an NFL franchise in 1999.

IRVING, Texas - Barry Switzer resigned as coach of the Delia* Cowboys Friday, saying it was in the team's best interest to have someone else in charge
"At thii time I believe a fresh start at
this position will give the Cowboys their
greatest opportunity to return to the top,"
Switzer said in a statement.
"I am deeply proud of what our players
and coaches have been able to accomplish.
A Super Bowl championship and three division titles are a source of great pride for
this organization and its fans."
Switzer did not talk to reporters. Team
owner Jerry Jonas, appearing alone at a
news conference, said the decision was "a
very difficult and emotional one for everyone who was involved."
"He had the toughness to walk into a situation that was as great a challenge as any
football coach has ever faced in the NFL,"
Jonas said. "Barry Switzer was the right
man for the right time."
Switzer, only the third coach in Dallas
history, went 45-26 in four seasons, winning a Super Bowl In his second season and
division titles in his first three. His final
season, however, was a disaster, beginning
with his arrest for carrying a gun in an airport followed by a 6-10 season that kept the
Cowboys out of the playoffs for the first

time in seven years.
The Cowboys aren't the only team in the
market for a new coach The Oakland
Raiders are searching for a replacement
for Joa BugcL who was fired after going
4-12 in his first season.
Minnesota Vikings coach Dennis Green
is the most prominent candidate for the
job. Green, who recently led the Vikings to
their first playoff win in his tenure, has
one year remaining on his contract.
The Indianapolis Cohs cleaned house
after a disastrous 3-13 season. Axed were
coach lindy Infante, who had just completed his second year, and personnel di
rector Bill Tobin. The Cohs stole general
"rnanaSeBUI Polian away from the Carolina
PkilftSers to fill Tobin's position, and hired
former Saints coach Jim Mora to take over
for Infanta

Cleveland Stadium costs soaring
CLEVELAND - The city, which is facing
$11 million in cost overruns on its new stadium, said one of two construction contracts awarded Wednesday exceeded the
estimate by more than $221,000.
The other contract came in about $77,000
below its estimate.
The awards were for roofing and architectural precast concrete Architectural

Lions7 Brown making'remarkable' progress since accident

Associated Presi paste

Detroit linebacker Reggie Brown
has come to grips with the injury
that has ended his football career,
but could have ended his life.
Pippen returns to Bulls
CHICAGO - Two months ago, Scottie
Pippen was so unhappy he pledged to never
play again for the Chicago Bulls.
On Saturday night, his mind changed and
sore foot healed. Pippen rejoined the teem
he helped win five of the last seven NBA titles.
Pippen, who'd missed the Bulls' first 35
games following preseason foot surgery,
started the game against the Golden State
Warriors, played 31 minutes, scored 14
points and had four rebounds and five es-

HOUSTON - Detroit Lions linebacker
Reggie Brown, told a few weeks ago that
he night not walk again, was offered a
wheelchair when he arrived at The Institute for Rehabilitation and Research.
No thanks. Brown said He'd rather walk.
"I'm tired of sitting around all the time,"
Brown said as ha prepared to begin the
next phase of his amazing recovery from a
severe neck Injury sustained in a Dec 21
game against the New York Jets. "I was
tired during the whole flight (from Detroit), so I'm just happy to be up and
about."
Brown, an Austin native who played for
Texas A&M, was also happy to be back in
warmer weather.
"I can see the sun shine now," Brown
said after arriving Thursday. "It's great to
be back where I'm from"
Brown, 23, was hurt during a fourthquarter tackle in a 13-10 victory over the
Jets. A collision with another player dislocated his top two neck vertebrae, bruising
his spinal cord and leaving him unable to
breathe - he had to be resuscitated on the
field - and with no feeling below the neck.
The next day, doctors fused the verte-

"I cant penalize my teammates by staying away from the game, so I got to get
back on court and do what I do best," Pippen said after the Bulls' 87-82 victory.
"I've never questioned my relationship
with (coach) Phil (Jackson) or Michael
(Jordan) or my teammates. I think they
understand me for what I stood up for. I
dont think I've damaged anybody or the
team in anyway."
Pippen aired his grievances against the
team in November.
He was upset because he feh he had not
received the respect he deserved from

Bojangles

"Just having a chance to be in is exciting," Munoz said
Munoz and Chicago Bears linebacker
Mike Singletury were the only first-time
eligibles among the finalists.
The 1996 induction class will be announced on Jan. 24, the day before the
Super Bowl, at San Diego. At least four
players will be inducted.
Two offensive stars who came close to
being elected last year, Miami Dolphins
center Dwight Stephenson and Pittsburgh
Steelers wide receiver Lynn Swarm, again
arc on the list.
They are joined by Los Angeles Rams
and Washington Redskins coach George
Allen. Bengals quarterback Ken Anderson,
Minnesota Vikings defensive end Carl Filer, Redskins and Vikings safety Paul
Kruu.s«, Rams offensive guard Tom Mack,
Cleveland Browns tight end Osuae Newsome, Pittsburgh administrator Dan
Rooney, Steelers wide receiver John Stallworth, Vikings offensive tackle Ron Yary,
Rams defensive end Jack Youngblood and
Eagles wide receiver Tommy McDonald
If Munoz or Anderson is elected, they
would be the first longtime Bengals
players inducted
Munoz was one of three tackles selected
in 1994 to the NFL's 75th Anniversary AllTime Team. But induction would top any
honor he has received

Munoz among Hall finalists
CANTON - In 13 seasons in the NFL,
Cincinnati Bengals offensive tackle Anthony Munoz was selected for the Pro Bowl
11 times.
But nothing could match the thrill he got
Thursday when he was listed as one of the
15 finalists for induction into the Pro Football Hell of Fame

over the summer, having to deal with all
the trade talk and things of that nature," he
said.
"I think a player of my caliber deserves
better, so I had to stand up and speak out
for
myself."
t
Pippen said he didn't know if he would be
traded before next month's deadline, adding that he prefers now to finish the season
with the Bulls.
But he said his relationships with management are still damaged
"I dont think they can be repaired I'm
just going to do my job and just allow them
to do theirs," he said

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!

Under New Management
-*se\t>

254 Draffs
50<t Well Drinks
6-°p.m. Every day
Thursday Night
Dinners 6-9p.m.
893 S. Main

352-9780

Travel
Agency
414 WoosterSt.
352-5276
1-800-328-4123
AAA Membership not required for
these services
TAOOM

TRAVEL AGENCY
SERVICES
• Airline tickets
• Car Rentals
■ Rail Tickets
• Cruises
• Tour Packages
> Travelers Cheques
> Passport Photos
• Travel Insurance

Moss, 6-foot 5 and
210 pounds, caught
96 peases for 1320
yards end finished
fourth In the Heisman Trophy balloting. The redshirt
sophomore set a
Division I-A record
with 2S touchdown
catches.

MOM

"Randy Moss will have more impact next
season in the NFL than any other player
out there," Marshall coach Bob Pruett said.
Underclassmen opting earlier for the
draft Included Leaf (Washington State);
running backs Curtis En is (Penn State),
Ahman Green (Nebraska) and Chris Fuamatu-Ma'afala (Utah* offensive linemen
Eric Batsman (Brigham Young), Mo Collins (Florida), Olin Kreutz and Benji Olson
(Washington); and wide receiver-defensive
beck RW. McQuarters of Oklahoma State.
Moss, who did not attend the news conference held by the school. Issued e statement.
"It's been great playing for the Herd
these past two years,'" Moss said. "Ever
since I waa a young boy, I've dreamed of
playing in the NFL. Part of my dream is to
give back to the person who's done everything for me my mom."
Simmons, 6-1, 22S pounds, led the Atlantic Coast Conference with 144 tackles.
"It was a tough decision,'' Simmons said,
"but after talking, I wasn't sure whether
I'd have this chance again."
Spikes, 6-2, 23S pounds, lad the Tigers
with 136 tackles from his inside linebacking spot. He said: "I wanted to hear everybody's aide of the story. ... I had to think
about my family, myself, my lifelong
dreams. I saw a great opportunity and 1
took advantage of it."

Associated Press paste

NEW YORK - Michael Jordan would like
to play for the New York Knicks.
Check that. Make it: Jordan would "love"
to play for the Knicks.
He said so himself. Twice.
Jordan, In what probably was a strategically timed comment to fuel the debate
over the Bulls' future, left the door open
somewhat for a future move to New York
Friday night after Chicago defeated the
Knicks 90-89 in Jordan's first visit of the
season to Madison Square Garden.
M
It wouldn't be that 1 wouldn't love to
play In New York. I would love to." Jordan
said. "But that would be a selfish act not
conferring with my family and knowing
that my kids are in school and I can't take
them out. That's not great parenting."
Jordan made his comments in a roomful
of reporters, cameras and microphones,
likely knowing full well the uproar they
would create back home.
The possibility of the Bulls losing Jordan
after this season is real, especially with
general manager Jerry Krause reiterating
last week that Phil Jackson will not be
brought back as coach next season.
Jordan has said he wont play for ar.y

"It's just ... something that happened,
you know. Casualty of war."
Brown initially was told he'd never walk
again. He happily proved that diagnosis
wrong when he walked into a news conference Wednesday.

"Money cant buy friends, fun and loyalty," said Ricky Williams, who led the nation in rushing (1,893 yards) and scoring
12S touchdowns).

Tailback Ahman Green rushed for an Orange Bowl-record 206 yards
as the Cornhuskers throttled Tennessee 42-17 to snatch a share of the
national championship. Green will forego his final season at Nebraska,
who are also losing retiring coach Tom Osbome.
Jordan: "I would love to" play in
New York

brae and grafted a slice of hip bone to stabilize those bones.
The surgery means Brown's career which has lasted only two seasons in the
NFL » is almost certainly over because the
procedure limits neck motion. He is wearing e halo-style neck brace to keep every
thing stable
But doctors have described his recovery
so far as remarkable. Many people with
similar Injuries have died, doctors say.
"I know it's going to take a while for me
to get back normal, but that's my overall
main goal is to get back to normal or close
to normal as I can get," Brown said
He knows he will not play football again,
and that's something the Detroit Lions
linebacker can accept.
"I would say I'm unfortunate about my
career, but I'm very fortunate I would
rather have my life," Brown told the
"Dateline NBC program for a story
broadcast Sunday night. "I would rather be
a better ... father, a better son, than be a
better football player.

team management, namely general manager Jerry Krause, and because the Bulls
had tried to trade him last summer. He is
also, by today's NBA market, underpaid.
He will make $2.7 million this season, the
final year of his contract.
Named one of the top SO players in NBA
history, he ranks 122nd in salary in
1997-98
He said he has no regrets about going
public with his complaints or his suggev
tion that maybe it would be better if he
were traded.
"This is the frustration I've been going
through for the last couple of years and

On Thursday, Marshall wide receiver
Randy Moss said he's on his way to the
NFL, and so did linebackers Anthony Simmons of Clemson and Takeo Spikes of Auburn and North Carolina cornerback
Robert Williams. Texas running back

Ricky Williams, however, made a surprise
decision to stay In Austin for his senior
season and play for new coach Mack
Brown.

When Pippen was the first Bulls starter
introduced, the sellout crowd at the United
Center erupted in the kind of ovation generally reserved for Jordan.
Pippen was cheered loudly again the
first time he touched the ball and then evun
more so when he hit his first shot-the first
basket of the game The next time up the
floor, the rust showed as he tried to shoot
end was blocked by Erick Dampier.
Jordan said he was glad to have his AllStar sidekick back.
"It's about time," Jordan said
"It was all his decision. He had time
enough to think about it. how important it

other coach besides Jackson — ha reiterated that point Friday night - but
knows there is a possibility Jackson could
and up coaching the Knicks in the
1999-2000 season.
Jackson said before Friday's game that
he plans to take a year off from coachJ:ig
after this season. He has said in the past
that he would like to coach the Knicks, * V
It's conceivable that New York would hire
him if Jeff Van Gundy meets with limited
success this season and next.
But could Jordan really be serious about
joining Jackson on the Knicks?
"It would be great to play here in New
York if that situation (arose)," Jordan said
"(Or) If I was single and didn't have to
worry about uprooting my family from
where they are. That would be a selfish approach. I have to think about my family
when I think about moving from Chicago
and going to other places."
So, according to Jordan, it comes down to
an issue of parenting.
And if he could resolve that quandary,
and If Jackson were hired in New York,
would it happen?
"Let me resolve my parenting issues,
then I can make that decision. Right now I
cant," Jordan said.

is to us. He made his decision without input
from me," Jordan said
"1 think he understood my feelings as
well as everybody else's on the team But
Scottie made his own decision.
"It's something we've all been looking
for. Now we can start putting everything
together and move in the right direction.
I'm very excited."
To make room for Pippen on the roster,
the Bulls placed center Bill Wennington on
the injured list before Saturday night's
game. Wennington has a sore elbow.

FALL 1998 LEASING AVAILABLE!

Newly Constructed for Fall 1998
3 Bedroom, Furnished, A/C, &
—
Fireplaces
808 Frazee Ave.

052-0717
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green
OHIO
43402

GREENBR1AR, INC.

Hours:
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Saturday
9 a.ra -1 p.m.
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BG sees bright spots in weekend losses
□ The Falcon gymnasts
open their season on the
short end of a pair of
meets.
By JASON McMAHON
The BG News
Dan Connelly does not have his
own television show. The secondyear Bowling Green gymastics
coach doesn't hold a weekly
press conference. He doesn't
have to deal with thousands of
fans second-guessing his every
move.
Yet after his squad opened Its
season with home losses Saturday against Central Michigan
and Sunday against Illinois, Connelly admitted to feeling a bit
like one of his more well-known
colleagues, famed for his intensity.
"I felt kinda like (BG men's
basketball coach) Dan Dakich
last night," Connelly said with a
grin after Sunday's meet at Eppler Center. "I didn't sleep, I was
throwing things at the wall, I was
beating my dog up. And I feel
much better today, even though
we lost"
Connelly's canine didn't need
to fear further assault Sunday
night. While the Illini did top BG
by almost four points,
190.350-186.600, the Falcons
chalked up three more points
than they did in Saturday's
contest, a 188.S7S-1S3.S2S CMU

victory. That was enough to
satisfy the coach.
"I think we went up against
some really tough opponents
right out of the gate," Connelly
said. "For the
first meet
against Central, we didn't
perform nearly
as well as I
would have
liked. But we
came back and
did much better today. We
Connelly
improved three
points in one day. In gymnastics,
that's like 14 touchdowns."
Junior Jackie Haft was BG's
only Individual winner against Illinois. The school record-holder
in the event, Haft won the event
with a 9.70 on a handspring front
Her record Is 9.80, but Connelly pointed out that the maximum
score on the handspring front has
been devalued from a 9.90 to a
9.80, meaning Haft essentially
tied her mark.
"It was a great vault and she's
a great vaulter," Connelly said.
"Jackie's going to be key to our
success."
Haft also claimed victory on
the apparatus against the Chippewas, sharing the top spot with
freshman teammate Amber
Curry. Both gymnasts earned a
9.60.
Curry had an impressive Falcon debut, competing on vault
and floor exercise In both meets.

deduct more than three-tenths
from the score.
"My top three people, who all
missed yesterday, all hit today.
My first three people all missed
today," Connelly noted. "If we
C. Michigan .. .188.575
put those meets together, we've
BowlingGreen .183.525
got six hits. We just need to do it
on the same day."
BG was able to put it together
Illinois
190.350
on bars for the Illinois meet.
Bowling Green .186.600
After only two hits Saturday
against their Mid-American ConThe Pittsburgh native tallied a ference rivals, the Falcons not9.35 In Sunday's floor routine, a ched five hits on bars against the
well-choreographed, entertain- Illlnl, highlighted by Sarah
Greal is'9.625.
ing number.
"I think we're going to be able
to depend on Amber," Connelly
"That was a huge improvesaid.
ment" Connelly said of the team
Curry found the atmosphere of performance. "We went from hitcollegiate gymnastics to her lik- ting two out of six performances
ing.
to five out of six That's huge.
"It was totally different than
"But we're still shaky in some
club," she said. said. "It was a lot places, even on bars. We have a
of fun. It felt like you had a lot lot of room for Improvement and
more team support, and the we will Improve."
energy level was really high"
BG was without the services of
Freshman Heather Dankmeyer, herself from Pittsburgh, its two senior captains, Melissa
also made her rookie appearance Hunt and Heather Ferguson.
for the Falcons, competing on Hunt tore her ACL two weeks ago
balance beam, floor and uneven but is hoping to come back
bars. Her greatest success came toward the end of the season.
on the beam, where she earned a Ferguson, who has been beset by
9.S75 Sunday with a no-fall rou- injuries her entire career, Is out
for the year with a torn rotator
tine.
Each member of the Falcon cuff.
BG KIWI Photo by Jeremy Mania
"It's a real heartbreak Injury,"
beam squad was only able to hit
one routine over the two days. A Connelly said of the shoulder BG senior Christina Zufclt stops to pose on the balance beam during
"hit" routine is one without a ailment that brought Ferguson's Saturday's meet against Central Michigan. Zufcll finished second for
major break In form, such as a Falcon career to a premature the Falcons with a 9.20.
fall, that would cause the Judge to end.

BL

Gymnastics

1

WILD
Continued from page eleven.
ball down court and called
timeout to draw up a last shot attempt. Coming out of the break,
star guard Earl Boykins handed
off to guard Derrick Dial, who
was Immediately called for a
carry.
Forced to foul, EMU put DeMar Moore on the line. The junior guard hit one of two foul shots
to push BG's lead to two.
Boykins then misfired on a
driving layup, and a Jon Zajac
putback wouldn't drop either. BG
center Kirk Cowan collected the
rebound and got tangled up with
EMU's Corey Tarrant and drew a
pair of whistles.
The outside official signaled
jump ball - with possession going to EMU - but the Inside official overruled
him and called
a foul on Tarrant. Cowan hit
one of two free
throws, and
Boykins
missed a
3-pointer at the
buzzer.
Barnes, vowBarnes
ing to meet
with the Mid-American Conference hierarchy, pulled no
punches In his postgame attack.
"We didn't deserve to lose this

Men's Basketball
I Eastern Michigan .. .75
Bowling Green
78
game like this," he said. "Not like
this. You lose to a ball club because they outplayed you. Not
because officials blow the calls.
"Now I'm not a sore loser, but I
don't like losing when I feel like I
got screwed. ... You don't make
crucial calls down the stretch to
decide the outcome."
The controversial calls and
Barnes' angry outburst overshadowed what was a fantastic game
between the Falcons (6-7, 3-2
MAC), who sit atop the MAC
East, and the West division Eagles (7-6, 3-2 MAC), the preseason pick to win the conference
tournament
EMU grabbed an early eightpoint lead, but BG received a
spark when coach Dan Dakich
sent In diminutive point guard
Howard Chambers. The 5-6 junior matched up against Boykins,
who led the Eagles to an upset
over nationally-ranked Michigan
last month, and helped the Falcons storm back to a 31-27 halftime lead.
"Howard's the greatest story
ever," Dakich said. "A 5-6 walk-

on who's going to go play the best
point guard, arguably, in the
country, or as good as any. That's
a helluva deal."
BG kept a firm hold on the
momentum coming out of the
second half. The Falcons scored
the first eight points after the
break, building an 11-2 run that
would give them their biggest
lead at 42-29.
But the lead evaporated
minutes later when EMU, behind
eight points from Boykins, rattled off a 10-0 run to knot the
game at 60.
EMU took its last lead with 139
to go on a 3-pointer from Dial,
who finished with 22 points. Boykins added a layup to make it
75-72 EMU and push his total to a
game-high 29.
Dakich had plenty of praise for
the Eagles' backcourt tandem.
"Having been In the Big Ten
for 16 years, I'm not sure I've
seen two guards who can dominate play like they can," he said.
"They're terrific."
Reld led BG with 24 points,
shooting ll-of-12 from the
free-throw line.
"I think Tony's been terrific all
year long," Dakich said. "I'm
proud as hell of Tony Reld tonight"
Moore added 17 for the Falcons, while Cowan dropped In 18
points and gathered 10 rebounds.

Falcon icers continue
to struggle over break
By TOD McCLOSKEY and
WILLIAM SANDERSON
The BG News
While the majority of Bowling
Green students were relaxing at
home, the Falcon hockey team
went on a long tough trip through
New York and Michigan.
BG went 1-4 over Christmas
break, spliting two games at the
Sheraton Classic and then losing
three Central Collegiate Hockey
Association games.
Just after Christmas ended,
BG departed for Vermont for the
Sheraton Classic. With a fourgoal second period, Dartmouth
buried the Falcons 6-2 The following day BG beat host Vermont 3-1.
The following week, BG visited
Michigan's upper peninsula for
games against Northern Michigan and Lake Superior State. Despite scoring one of the largest
goal totals of the season, BG
came up short 6-5. The next
night Lake Superior beat a tired
group of Falcons 6-2.
Last Friday, BG dropped a 4-2
decision to Michigan.

Michigan 4; BG 2
Despite being outshot 40-16,
the Falcons had the game tied
with 10 minutes to go in the third
period. Moments later, Michigan's BUI Muckalt scored the

Lake Superior 6; BC 2

OTES
f^.

Hockey

second goal of his hat trick at
11:42
Muckalt scored the Wolverines
original go-ahead goal for his
first goal and then scored Into the
empty net to complete his hat
trick.
Falcon forward Zach Ham
scored BG's two goals of the
game. The first came on an assist
from Adam Edinger. Chris Bonvie assisted on the second.
Freshman goaltender Shawn
Timm kept BG in the game, by
steering aside 36 of Michigan's
40 shots.
With the victory, Michigan
goaltender Marty Turco set an
NCAA record for career wins by
goaltender with 112. Turco surpassed former Wolverine goalie
Steve Shields.
"Against Michigan and Northern Michigan, we were in those
games and played both teams
real close," forward Adam
Edinger said. "We definitely had
more energy for those games
early In the week."

BG scored the first and last
goals of the game, but in between, the Lakers piled up six.
Senior captain Brad Holzinger
scored his third goal of the
season at 2:08 of the first period.
Craig Desjarlals scored at 18:40
of the third. Timm gave up the
six goals on 30 shots.
One of the Laker goals came on
a LSSU power play, but two others were shorthanded. BG's
power play went 0-7.

Northern Michigan 6; BG 5
The score was close but the
play was not. Northern Michigan
outshot BG 48-20, but Timm
knocked away 42 shots. NMU
goalie Duane Hoey gave up five
goals.
The Falcons pulled ahead in the
second period with three goals,
leading 4-2 at one point. Northern
scored a power-play goal within
two minutes of intermission, and
then outscored BG 2-1 in the
third period to send the game
Into overtime.
J.P. Vigier scored the gamewinner in overtime with Curtis
Valentine off the Ice for Interference.
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Join The Newlove Family!
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(At the railroad tracks)
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FAST FRIENDLY FREE OELIVERY • NOBODY HAS OUR PREMIUM QUALITY » VARIETY

• Undergraduate housing
•Graduate & Professional Housing
•No parental guarantee needed!
•Professional Management Team!
•Full-Time Maintenance Service!
•Pets permitted in some rentals!
Stop by our office for a copy of our 1998-1999
Housing Guide and we will go through the
brochure with you to find you the ideal home!
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Spring Break '98
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Don't Miss: Falcon women in crucial game at Kent Wednesday (88.1 FM)
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PACKERS

- Green Bay coach Mike Holmgren was a mentor to San Franbert Brown, Brian Williams and cisco quarterback Steve Young
LeRoy Butler shut down the San and the 49ers' Steve Mariuccl
Francisco running game, limiting coached Favre in Green Bay.
But it was clear from the start
it to 32 yards on 17 carries.
And while the 49ers made a which was the stronger branch in
few big plays, they also made this family tree. The Packers
huge mistakes - 59 yards of pen- (15-3), who beat the 49ers for the
fourth straight time. Including
alties in the first half.
They included two consecutive playoff games the last three
holding penalties that negated years, are now clearly entrenmajor gains, a pass-Interference ched atop the NFC
While it wasn't a blowout, the
call that set up an early Green
Bay field goal and a botched re- outcome seemed almost certain
verse that eventually led to Rob- when Favre hit Freeman, who
caught four passes for 107 yards,
inson's interception.
The Niners also allowed a on a slant early in the second
40-yard Favre-to-Freeman con- quarter, giving the Packers a
nection in the final seconds of the 10-0 lead. Ironically, that's the
favorite play of Young and Jerry
first half that set up a field goal.
This was the family ties game Rice, the San Francisco receiver

Continued from page twelve.

ODDS
Continued from page twelve.

Bowls. The Steelers did it In the
1970s.
Staunch defense and a balanced offense have been the keys
for Green Bay.
The Packers have allowed 61
points in their last six meaningful games - their season-ending
31-21 victory over Buffalo had no
bearing on the standings. Just 17
of those points came in the
playoffs, and one was on Chuck
Levy's Mckoff return with the
game decided Sunday.
Dorsey Levens became the
first player to rush for more than
100 yards against San Francisco
this season when he got 114.
This Packers team might be
more versatile than last year's
model. It also claims it traveled a
much tougher road to get to the
final game.
"I'm more excited about this
one," center Prank Winters said.
"It was so much harder, there
were so many more obstacles to
overcome, and then having to win
the NFC championship game on
the road was so difficult. All the
way, there's been a lot of bumps
to get over and a lot of doubt
from the outside."
The Broncos have had a stranglehold on doubt whenever they
made the Super Bowl. John Elway is 0-3 in them, and none of
the losses were close.
But Denver (15-4), the fifth
wild-card team to make the
Super Bowl - only Oakland in
I960 won It - has shown tremendous resilience. All-Pro Terrell
Davis, the AFC's leading rusher,
gained 139 yards at Pittsburgh,
the first back to surpass 100
against the Steelers this season.

who missed all but two games
this season with two major knee
Injuries.
Ryan Longwell, who played for
Mariucci at Cal last season and
was cut by the 49ers in training
camp, kicked three field goals
for the Packers.
For the 49ers (14-4), who were
hoping to go on to win a record
sixth Super Bowl, it was the
fourth loss in five NFC title
games this decade, three at home
- to the Giants, Cowboys and this
one to the Packers. But it was San
Francisco's first loss In 10 home
games this season.
The 49ers' last championship
came three years ago, when they
beat Dallas here, then went on to
beat San Diego in the Super
BowL

Once again, the home-field advantage wasn't good enough for
the 49ers. And with the Broncos
winning In Pittsburgh, both conference championship games
were won by the visiting teams
for Just the third time in NFL history.
Young finished 23-of-38 for 250
yards, 198 of them in the first
half, but the 49ers still trailed
13-3 at halftime, mainly because
of penalties.
On the Packers' first drive,
they went 76 yards in 10 plays to
the San Francisco 1, thanks In
part to a 24-yard passinterference penalty against
Woodson. Gary Plummer deflected Favre's third-down pass with
William Henderson wide open in
the end zone.

and the Steelers, and they held
Denver to 2 yards on the their
next two plays.
But Elway found tight end
Shannon Sharpe over the middle
for 18 yards on a play they improvised for the first down, and,
with only 1:52 left, Denver had its
fifth AFC championship - and its
second on the road. The Broncos
also won in the 1986 season in
Cleveland, when Elway led the
famous 98-yard march known as
The Drive.
"Actually, we kind of made
that one up on the fly," Elway
said of the throw to Sharpe. "It's
really not in our play book, it's
Just something that happened.

We needed on a couple of first
downs and, sometimes, that's
tougher than getting points."
Before Sharpe's catch, Steelers
coach Bill Cowher was certain
his team was about to win, just as
it did by rallying four times this
season from deficits of 10 points
or more.

We Care
About
Watermiil The Water
Express You Drink™
■■ ! I

— ■■

down to the final play, in the 1994
and 1995 seasons, just as Elway's
first two victories in the AFC title games in the 1986 and 1987
seasons did. Nobody is better at
game-winning rallies than Elway,
who has led 44 such comebacks
in the fourth quarter.
But this time, Elway managed
the clock and his offense to perfection late In the second quarter, masterfully driving the
Broncos to two touchdowns in a
span of 1:34 to put Denver up
24-14 at halftime. The touchdown
passes - one to fullback Howard
Griffith, the other to wide

receiver Ed McCaffrey - came
after pass interference penalties
on Chad Scon and Carnell Lake,
which totaled 56 yards.
Still, Stewart, making the mistakes expected from a first-year
quarterback playing his first
championship game, nearly
brought the Steelers back. He
shook off the interceptions - he
finished with an AFC-leading 21,
Including the playoffs - to hit
Charles Johnson on a 14-yard TD
pass with 2:46 to play.
The score, Pittsburgh's first
since Jerome Bettis' 1-yard run
with 12:42 left in the second
quarter, seemed to electrify the
towel-waving crowd of 61.382

'We pinned them at the 10, had
two time outs left and 2:46 to go,"
he said. "We had them in a big
third down and went with a blitz
that had been working all day
long and John made the throw."
Elway finished 18-of-31 for 210
yards, with two touchdowns and
an interception.

EARN CASH!
SAVE LIVES!
Earn up to $140 per month and
help save lives at the same time
by donating Plasma.
When you make a plasma donation
you also receive a free physical
, exam and free HIV testing.

SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS
350 West Woodruff Avenue
Toledo, Ohio 43624
255-6772
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WATERMILL
EXPRESS*
LOCATED AT:

"

.

989 S. MAIN

"

(next to Pagliai's, BG)

1058 N. MAIN
(in front of TCBY, BG)

O Computer Monitored Safety Shut-Down System
O Tested by the State
O NAMA Approved
O Just 25tf a Gallon
O Serviced and Sanitized Daily
O Unique 8-stage R.O. Purification Process
O Self-Serve: You fill your own clean bottle
O Open 24 Hours a Day
WATERMILL EXPRESS* removes if present:
D Herbicides
O Nitrates
O Chemicals
0 Fertilizers
O Inceclicides
0 Chlorine
O Radon
ORust

□ Bacteria
□ Arsenic
0 Detergents
0 Mercury
OTHM's
O PCB's
□ Asbestos
O Sediment

□ Lead
O Spores
0 Algae
0 Viruses
O Sodium
O Cysts
O Foul Odot
1 1
a and Other Impurities 1

DINING
SERVICES

BRONCOS
Continued from page twelve.
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University ,
^
Dining
L^ ^1
W
J
Services s=_ J
Martin Luther King Jr.
Weekend Hours
Closes
Kreischer
-Sundial Food Court
Fri., 1/16, 7:30am-7:00pm
Sat, 1/17, 10:00am-7:00pm
Sun., 1/18, 10:00am-7:00pm
Mon., 1/19, 7:30am-7:00pm
-Shadows Snack Bar
Midnight, Thurs., 1/15
Silver River Cafe
8:30pm, Thurs., 1/15
Founders
Food Court

-Snack Bar

Fri., 1/16, 7:3Oam-7:O0pm
SaL, 1/17, 10:00am-7:00pm
Sun.. 1/18, 10:00am-7:00pm
Mon., 1/19, 7:30am-7:00pm
Midnight, Thurs., 1/15

Main Dining 2:00pm, Fri., 1/16
-Chlly's Express
Midnight, Fri., 1/16
Mcppnajtf
-Main Dining 2:00pm, Fri., 1/16
•Towers West 6:30pm, Thurs., 1/15
Fri., 1/16, 8:00am-Midnight
-GT Express
SaL, 1/17, 12:00pm-Midnight
Sun.,1/18, I2:00pm-Midnight
Mon., 1/19, 8:00am-Midnight
CTDell
11:00pm, Thurs., 1/15
Hawhman
The Galley Snack Bar
Midnight, Thurs., 1/15

Reopens

7:30am, Tues., 1/20|

7:00pm, Mon., 1/19
500pm, Tues., 1/20
7:30am, Tues., 1/20

7:00pm, Mon., 1/19
7:30am-Tues., 1/20
4:30pm, Mon., 1/19)
7:30am, Tues., 1/20
4:30pm, Tues., 1/20
8:00am, Tues., 1/20

4:30pm, Mon., 1/19

6:00pm, Mon., 1/19
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Titanic film worth its weight in gold
By JOHN WENZEL
The BC News
Trying to justify the budget of
James Cameron's new historical
drama'Titanic" would be like
wearing a blindfold while you're
at target practice: you would be
missing the point. At $200 million, it's the most expensive movie ever made, surpassing Kevin
Costlier1 s "Waterworld."
However, "Waterworld" failed
because it didn't deliver to the
audience what a multi-million
dollar movie should have. "Titan-

ic" succeeds because it does.
The film opens with a deep-sea
expedition to the Titanic wreckage headed by Brock Lovett (Bill
Paxton of "Twister")- His maniacal search into the past mirrors
that of Cameron's and allows the
special effects team to flex Its
computerized muscles.
Upon meeting 101-year-old
Rose Calvert, played by Gloria
Stuart in makeup, we are led into
the past via flashbacks and narration. She tells of her voyage on
the Titanic with her haughty
mother (Frances Fisher, of "Unforgiven") and her heartless,

' filthy-rich fiancee Cal Hockley
(played by Billy Zane).
Meanwhile, Jack Dawson
(hearthrob-of-the-moment Leonardo DiCaprio) has just won a
ticket onto the Titanic in a poker
game. He's scruffy, headstrong
and every bit the stereotypical
American hero. He meets the
young Rose, played at this point
by Kate Wlnslet ("Sense and Sensibility," "Heavenly Creatures").
As one can guess, they court,
fall in love and learn about life
from each other in the usual
ways. The believability of their
relationship is enhanced greatly

by the skill of both actors, especially Wlnslet. She's an unlikely
candidate for a heroine, but she
does a flawless job.
A jealous Billy Zane gets wind
of their relationship and
proceeds to frame DiCaprio for
theft. Before Dicaprio's punishment can be carried out, the Titanic's fated encounter with an
iceberg occurs and the ship is
thrust into chaos.
At this point the real stars of
"Titanic," as one can guess, are
the the visuals. The sets are exquisitely detailed reproductions
done from drawings and pho-

tographs of the original ship. The
scenes of the sinking ship are a
mixture of computer animation
and shots from a huge, flooded
indoor soundstage in Mexico containing a 90 percent replica of the
ship.
It's difficult for the audience
not to be overwhelmed by the
sheer magnitude of the special
effects and the chilling scenes of
dead, frozen bodies floating in
the icy arctic waters. One gets
the feeling that Cameron is trying to pull a "Schindler's List"
with the last few scenes by showing the tragedy and horror'of the

PALM SPRINGS. Calif. Wracked by sobs, Cher eulogized her ex-husband Sonny
Bono on Friday as "the most
unforgettable character," and
told a unique gathering of
mourners from Hollywood and
Washington how the entertainer-turned-congressman
beat the odds with his joking
personality.
"Some people were under the
misconception that Sonny was
a short man, but he was heads
and tails taller than anyone
else," Cher said tearfully.
"He could see above the
tallest people. He had a vision
of his future and just how he
was going to build it," Cher
told some 1,400 mourners at St.
Theresa Roman Catholic
Church.
A large color portrait of a
grinning Bono hung near his
flag-draped mahogany casket.
Outside, another 2,500 mourners clutched umbrellas in a
light drizzle, listening to the
services on a loudspeaker.
The two-term Republican
congressman and former
mayor of Palm Springs died
Monday when he skied into a
tree at Heavenly Ski Resort in
South Lake Tahoe. He was 62.
Mourners included House
Speaker Newt Gingrich, a dozen congressmen, former Vice
President Dan Quayle, former
President Gerald Ford, California Gov. Pete Wilson, Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt,
who represented President
Clinton, actor Jack Scalia and
singers Tony Orlando and
Jerry Vale.

In a ceremony marked by
tears and laughter, Bono was
remembered as a gregarious
man whose accomplishments
were more remarkable given
his self-deprecating sense of
humor.
Cher, Bono's long-time singing and stage partner, described first meeting him, then
traced the formation of their
professional and romantic
partnerships.
"When I was 16, I met
Sonny," she recalled. "I never
saw anything like him before in
my life. He walked into this
room and I swear to God, I saw
him and everybody else was
washed away."
Laughs filled the church
when Cher lovingly recalled
Bono's "weird hairdo - between Caesar and Napoleon."
"One of the first things he
told me was he was a descendant of Napoleon and his father
shortened the name to Bono,
but he didn't want to make a
big deal of it," she said.
Calling him "a scrappy little
Italian guy with a bad voice,"
Cher said he purposely decided
to cast himself as the duo's
straight man.
"What people dont realize is
he created Sonny and Cher,"
the Academy Award-winning
actress said. "He had the confidence to be the butt of the
joke because he created the
joke."
On the career change that
propelled him to Washington,
Cher said, "I know someone
doesn't decide in the middle of
their life to become a congressman, but that's so typically Sonny."

• See TITANIC, page 17

'Haircut'
is glimpse
into life
of 1970s

Bono's funeral
marked by
laughter, tears
The Associated Press

Titanic's accident. However, the
two situations are incomparable
and Cameron ought to have stuck
to entertaining us instead of trying to reprimand the public for
not giving this disaster more attention.
Underused in the movie are
Oscar-winner Kathy Bates as
"The Unsinkable Molly Brown"
and Bernard Hill of "Gandhi" as
Captain E. J. Smith. They waltz in
and out of scenes with no direction and little dialogue. Bates especially would have been a wel-

By BRANDON WRAY
The BC News
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Sonny Bono
Leaving most of the congregation in tears, Cher ended her
eulogy by recalling a Reader's
Digest feature called, "The
Most Unforgettable Character."
"That person will always be
Sonny for me," she said.
In his eulogy, Gingrich told
mourners how members of
Congress had gathered before
dawn in Washington for the
trip west.
"It was the sort of group
Sonny would have liked, a lot of
people, important, early in the
morning being inconvenienced
for him," Gingrich said.

Gingrich said Bono never
took himself seriously and
never acted like a celebrity.
Behind his jokes, however, was
a dedicated politician who was
able to disarm his critics, Gingrich said.
California Gov. Pete Wilson
said Bono's candor and tenacity were his greatest gifts.
"A lot of us will remember a
man who beat the odds because
he refused to let the odds beat
him. He refused to accept it
when somebody told Sonny he
couldn't do something," Wilson
said.
After the funeral Mass, a

cortege of several hundred
cars drove to the cemetery at
Desert Memorial Park in Cathedral City for the burial. There,
as the sun broke through the
rainy skies, Bono was given a
21-gun salute from a military
color guard.
Bono's wife Mary, and their
children - daughter Chianna, 6,
and son Chesare, 9 - then
released several dozen doves
into the sky.
Bono was married four times
and had two other children Chastity with Cher, and
Christy with his first wife.
Donna Rankin.

The decade of disco and polyester is long gone but the outrageous and tacky spirit of the
1970s is alive in a current nostalgia wave. College students especially have tried to tap into the
who-cares-about-the-f uture "I
Will Survive" mentality in recent
years, as shown by numerous
70s theme nights at clubs and
parties.
If one wants to look beneath
the surface deeper into the decade and those who lived through
it, Tom Perrota's book "Bad
Haircut" (1995,228 pages, Berkley) may be of interest. "Bad
Haircut" is a coming-of-age book
set against the gaudy backdrop
of the disco decade. It chronicles
the life of a boy. Buddy, who is a
teen during the height of the decade and a college freshman at the
dawn of the'80s.
The book starts in late 1969
when Buddy and his friends are
Cub Scouts in third grade on a
field trip to see the WeinerMobile parked at a local grocery
store. It ends with Buddy serving
as a pallbearer at a neighbor's
funeral. Along the way we see
Buddy's growth through grade
school to high school and on to
early adulthood.
"Bad Haircut" is a smartly
written book that captures the
time period it's set in, but also
transcends it. This story
could be set in any time peroid.
The reader can see Buddy
change as he gets older. He
seems young at the beginning,
almost causing the readers to
think they may have chosen a
• See HAIRCUT, page 17

Jerry Seinfeld wants popular sitcom to go out on top
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - It's 11 down, 11
new "Seinfelds" to go. Then, my
friend, it's all over. Jerry Seinfeld walks away from this decade's towering sitcom, and from
a sky-high pay raise, just because
he wants the show to go out on
top.
(WhaduhyaCRAzee?!!!)
So let's tarry no longer. Before
we shed another tear, let's declare 1998 The Year of Jerry.
Here's how it goes:
At every opportunity, we'll all
discuss whether Jerry is doing
the right thing by pulling the

plug on "Seinfeld" after this
season. Some of us will insist the
end is overdue, that "Seinfeld" is
already on a slide. Some of us
will vigorously defend the past
couple of seasons of a series that,
on its worst night, is funnier than
most sitcoms ever dream of being. Then we'll watch each new
"Seinfeld" and slam it. ("Seinfeld" airs Thursday at 9 p.m. EST
on NBC.)
Countdown! As the end approaches in May, we'll batten
down the hatches. Remember the
media hullabaloo over the
"Cheers" finale five years ago?
And that was just a hit sitcom -

Help Out Mom & Dad
STOP With Health Care
That's Not Covered
Health insurance nightmares while at BGSU? Out of network heilth
care not covered? For a $30 enrollment fee per semester the
Student Health Service will not charge tor any:
• Lab tests
• X-Rays
• Minor surgical procedures

not a parallel universe with a
laugh track!
This summer, we'll revisit the
farewell season as episodes have
their repeat airings, and pick
them apart again. We'll also beef
about what a disappointment that
finale turned out to be.
Come fall, we'll keep on watching "Seinfeld," all 170 episodes,
which our loci stations will
rerun each weekday until Judgment Day. We'll complain about
whatever NBC jams into the
show's old slot on Thursday
nights. And as we once would
have laughed at "Seinfeld," we'll
laugh at NBC for its failure to
adequately fill those huge "Sein-

feld" shoes. Scorn and Schadenfreude - that's the "Seinfeld"
way, especially in The Year of
Jerry.
Jerry will walk away with his
head high and, even without that
raise, his wallet stuffed. For
everyone else, it's going to be a
tough year.
Especially tough for Manh.it
tanites. We take a particular joy
in "Seinfeld," which isn't just set
in Manhattan but also nails so
many of its pungent little truths.
(Or does it reassert Gotham fables we want the outside world to
accept as true? What's the dif?)
"Seinfeld" focuses on standup
comic Jerry Seinfeld and his

$1.99 Breakfast Special
2 eggs, sausage <>r bacon, pancake* or toust, immr fries »r coffee.

ALL YOU CAN EAT.
Breakfast Buffet
Sundays Only!

$4.49

Eggs, bacon, sausage, biscuits, home fries,
pancakes, & much more.

three neurotic chums ~ Elaine,
George and Kramer. THERE'S
your "show about nothing!" And
where else but Manhattan could
they accomplish almost nothing
while so resolutely selfabsorbed, at such a feverish
pace, under such trying circumstances - yet never tire of this
magnificent treadmill?
Watching "Seinfeld" every
Thursday with the knowledge
that it's also beamed to the rest
of the nation - that's one of the
great joys of living in this
hopped-up, overpriced metropolis.
Sure, we've always lived with
the knowledge that "Seinfeld"

FALL 1998

Mercer Manor Apartments
One of BG's Newest Complexes
Features
• 3 Bedrooms
• 2 Full Baths
• Air Conditioning
• Fireplaces
• Microwaves
352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402

1021 S. Main • 352-0123

A

• See SEINFELD, page 17

LEASING AVAILABLE

f • Pharmacylprticrlpllmi i supplies art not Included)

Call the Student Health Service at 372-2274 or 372-2277
for information about the Managed Care Bridge Plan
deadline U tin. 53,1998 far jpnng • Can be applied (o your Bumar accom*

wouldn't last forever, any more
than Manhattan's other cherished amenities. A favorite Upper
West Side restaurant can close
without notice. Even our precious 212 area code may soon be
swiped, replaced by some ginned-up number no one's ever
heard of.
"Seinfeld" is something special. Its rise from obscurity to
pop-culture phenomenon paralleled the breathtaking comeback
of New York City, which a decade ago was in a funk even Prozac couldn't lift. There are New

i,

<Hs,

GREENBRIAR, INC.
Hour*:
Monday - Friday
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday
9 a.m. -1 p.m.
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Vonnegut's novel offers
satirical commentary
ByJOHNWENZEL
The BC News
Part science-fiction, part social
satire, Kurt Vonnegut's writing
attained him a sort of counterculture hero status In the 1960's
for such novels as "Cat's Cradle"
and "Slaughterhouse-Five." His
witty, cutting sarcasm captured
the jaded imagination of the
country with "Breakfast of
Champions" and "Galapagos." In
Vonnegut's latest offering,
"Timequake" (1997,219 pages,
Putnam) we are treated to more
of the same.
Despite the fact that Vonnegut
has never been a linear writer in
the first place, 'Timequake"
seems to lack even the hint of a
plot. In the introduction of the
book, Vonnegut explains that a
timequake is "a sudden glitch in
the space-time continuum"
which forces everyone on earth
to relive the past 10 years of
their lives, good or bad. When the
universe begins expanding again,
humans must deal with free will.

which at that point is too much
for them to handle.
And who should come to the
rescue but Kurt Vonnegut's
favorite character, the long-outof-print science fiction writer
Kilgore Trout? Trout, Vonnegut's
alter ego and pseudonym, has
appeared in "Breakfast of
Champions" and "Slaughterhouse-Five" among others. In
"Timequake" Vonnegut is more
or less giving a send-off to Trout
by recounting his history and
giving him the recognition he de'Timequake" succeeds as a
book of fictitious memoirs but
falters as a novel. The plot, while
referred to often, is never actually realized. It hovers a few feet
away from the book as if it were
something separate and abstract.
The characters skirt the line between interesting and incidental.
The readers never know when
Vonnegut is being truly autobiographical or simply messing with

Continued from page 16.

Yorkers who think "Seinfeld''
broke that spell.
Now, "Seinfeld" Is about to
break the city's heart. Well,
maybe that's putting It too
their heads. It's not a particularly
strongly.
unpleasant feeling, but one to be
Even as viewers start the
avoided when reading a proper
mourning process for "Seinfeld,"
novel, which this is not.
we can expect relief when its
"Timequake" would more acswan song has been sung. Finally
curately be described as a collecwe can relax. There'll be no more
tion of frank quotes, philosophicatch phrases and other popcal ramblings and autobiograculture shorthand with which we
phical character sketches. And if
must be conversant to be acceptVonnegut is to be believed, this is
ed by our crowd Whew!
his last novel, which would acFrom the beginning, "Seinfeld"
count for the nostalgic tone and
has been a lingo-slinger like no
"loose-end tying" that occurs
other series. Its four misshapen
throughout.
heroes, smugly alienated from
everyone else they encounter,
Although I did not find what I
stay connected with each other
was expecting in "Timequake," it
through their own shared code.
was still a pleasing read that
As viewers, we are privy to this
made me laugh out loud several
jargon, as with "re-glfter," "sextimes. I recommend it to anyone
ual perjury" and "master of your
who appreciates intelligent (aldomain."
beit pessimistic) commentary
Year after year, week after
and hysterical jokes.
week, there's a growing body of
knowledge to digest. And if you
Vonnegut may not be capable
don't keep up, buddy, you're goanymore of writing something as
ing to embarrass yourself.
profoundly beautiful and disturbImagine that someone in your
ing as his novel"Sirens of Titan,"
peer group brings up last week's
but the quality of his writing is
"Seinfeld" episode. He starts by
such that even his directionless
parroting one of Its key lines:
rambling Is still a joy to behold.
"They went farther to the left of
the slash than anyone ever
dreamed!" Then, flashing a selfsatisfied smile, he erupts with his
own tart summation: "They sure
did!" You better know what he
means.
here
is
Kinnear.
His
honest,
nonThe characters' paths cross
later in the picture, but not so.
There's been so much pressure
stereotyped portrayal of a gay
when Melvln, Carol and Simon
This type of inconsistency damto stay current, for so long! It's
road trip to Baltimore together to man is as refreshing as it is orig- ages the flow of the plot.
been such a commitment! Thank
inal to the big screen.
solicit money from Simon's parThankfully, "As Good As It
goodness that, like Jerry, "Seinents. Various types of bonding
Gets" has more strong points
feld" fans can scon rest on the
My main problem with the
and wisdom-sharing take place
than weak. The dialogue is clever show's laurels. We earned It
and the drama is spread on quite movie is the fact that much of the and the acting is top-notch
attention in the movie is misthick. The dialogue is sharp and
professional. Brooks has a keen
witty, though, so it's an enjoyable placed A lot of time and many
senseof what's funny (Just look
TA.NIC
camera
angles
are
spent
on
Siexperience overall.
at "The Simpsons" which he comon's dog Verdell, no doubt elicreated) and he uses it every
Continued from page 16.
citing a "Ooh, isn't that cute?"
"As Good As It Gets," which
chance he gets. His direction
response from the audience. It
would at first appear to be a love
graces the movie with the same
come addition to the character
adds nothing and detracts much. sophistication and style that
story between Nicholson and
interplay, but Cameron relegates
Hunt's characters, deals more
'Terms of Endearment" had.
her to a cameo status.
Another example is the robwith the development of Melvin
I would be surprised if this
bery scene. The viewer is introand the discoveries he makes
'Titanic" deserves to be seen,
about himself. Nicholson gives a duced to Randy (a rather greasy- movie didn't garner more than a
if not for the amazing special efgreat performance as Melvln,
few Oscar nominations, namely
looking Skeet Ulrich) whose
making the audience love a char- friends are responsible for Sifor Nicholson and Kinnear's per- fects then for the the above-par
acting. You might want to bring a
mon's injuries. A good amount of formances. This is some of the
acter they're supposed to hate.
Hunt is more than competent as
time is spent getting to know the best American film drama being pillow though- At three hours and
IS minutes it can be a bear to sit
the exasperated, working-class
character. This would lead one to made right now, and I suggest
through.
checking It out while you can.
waitress, but the real discovery
believe that he may reappear

Title says it all for new Nicholson movie
ByJOHNWENZEL
The BC News
There is no safer bet for a movie's commercial success than
combining a director and actor
who have worked well together
in the past. This says nothing
about the quality of the film, but
only that people will turn out in
droves to view it.
Luckily, director James L.
Brooks' new film "As Good As It
Gets" has both a winning team
and quality performances.
Brooks worked with Jack Nicholson In 1983's Oscar-winning
"Terms of Endearment" and now
in "As Good As It Gets."
Nicholson stars as Melvin
Udall, a cranky, bigoted, obsessive-compulsive author who lives

in an upscale New York apartment. His gay neighbor Simon,
played by Greg Kinnear of "Talk
Soup" fame, is constantly at odds
with the unsympathetic Nicholson. Simon's art dealer friend
Frank (Oscar-winner Cuba Gooding Jr.) threatens Mel vin from
time to time with physical violence, but he continues harassing
them both.
When Simon is badly beaten in
a robbery attempt, Mel vin is
called upon to watch Simon's dog
Verdell. This softens the normally uptight Melvln and allows him
to develop a friendly relationship
with his favorite waitress Carol
(Helen Hunt). Melvln attempts to
involve himself in Carol's life
and goes as far as to pay for a
personal doctor to treat her
asthmatic son Spencer.

HAIRCUT
Continued from page 16.
children's book. But as the book
continues the readers can see
Buddy grow more mature as he
exeriences different stages in
life.
We see him go from a junior
high kid who looks with wonder
at teenagers who are drinking
and smoking to someone who
goes to Christmas Eve mass

drunk and stoned. Buddy experiences racism as he happens to be
in a car of people that decides to
harass a black child and steal his
basketball.

and some friends decide to track
down the bully and get back at
him. Buddy really doesn't think
it's a good idea but lie's forced to
go along.

The book gets into the head of
Buddy and we see his thought
patterns as he gets into situations
that are good and bad and sometimes dangerous, usually through
no fault of his own. He gets
jumped while playing basketball

The book >s full of emotional
and insightful moments. Buddy,
who narrates the book in first
person, will tell a story and give
updates on what happened to the
people involved or say that he
hasn't seen them since.

A good portion of the book is
Buddy's high school career. A
girl who won't stand for the
pledge of allegiance is suspended
from school in 1976. The book
reads like the inspiration for the
movie "Dazed and Confused."
Picture the whole decade as seen
by someone like the freshman-tobe Wiley Wiggins character and
that would give you a good idea
of what "Bad Haircut" is like.
The book shows him going

through friends, girlfriends, up
and down times with his parents,
driver's ed and the prom. One of
the funniest lines in the book is
when Buddy talks about his family's religious inclinations.
"It was a family tradition, he
and I went to church on Christmas Eve while my mother, the
only one of us who believed in
God, stayed home and wrapped
presents." -Buddy, pg. 123.

Buddy goes through a wild adolescence In his hometown filled
with good times and friends. But
like many, he finds he grows
apart from many high school
friends and loses interest in and
touch with many things he once
enjoyed
"Bad Haircut" is a moving
book that appeals to anyone who
was once young or wishes they
could have been.

Hall of Fame welcomes six inductees Caldecott Medal
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - The Eagles and
Fleetwood Mac, whose harmonies on stage and excesses off
stage defined 1970s popular music, were inducted into the Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame on Monday
night.
Other Inductees included the
group Santana, led by Carlos Santana's fiery guitar and dedication
to Latin music and experimentation; the Mamas and the Papas,
folk icons of the late "60s; rockabilly legend Gene Vincent; and
Lloyd Price, one of the early
practitioners of New Orleans
rock 'n' roll.
The induction ceremony was
held at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
in Manhattan.
Santana kicked the evening off
by playing "Black Magic Woman," one of their earliest hits.
Carlos Santana began his speech

in Spanish, then switched to English to thank his mother for her
spirit of conviction and devotion
to family.
He ended by thanking Latin
musicians: "Peace to you all and
may the music set you free."
The Eagles, formed In 1971,
created a distinctive country
sound using traditional rock instruments. The group, led by
drummer Don Henley and guitarist Glenn Frey, and later guitarist Joe Walsh, scored hits with
'Tequila Sunrise," "Best Of My
Love," and "One Of These
Nights." Their biggest hit was
the 1976 album and single, "Hotel
California."
Fleetwood Mac, started in 1967
by two former members of John
Mayall's Bluesbreakers, became
an enormously popular poporiented group In the late 1970s.
Stevie Nicks' haunting vocals
and Lindsay Buckingham's dis-

YOUR SPRING BREAK DISCOUNT VACATION

tlnctlve guitar work helped
propel the band's 1976 album
"Rumours" to multlplatlnum
status.
Problems with alcohol and
drugs, as well as well-publicized
fights between band members,
led to the breakup of both bands.
Money and nostalgia brought
them back together, leading to
successful reunion tours by both
bands in recent years.
The Mamas and the Papas Dennis Doherty, Michelle Phillips, John Phillips and Cass Elliot
- performed from 1965 to 1968.
Elliot, popularly known as Mama
Cass, died of a heart attack in
1974.
"We started folk rock," said
Doherty, who spoke with The Associated Press in a telephone interview over the weekend along
with the other two surviving
members. Doherty recently finished performing a one-man

John Phillips said it was their
music, not their freewheeling
lifestyle that is remembered today.
"Thirty years later, lifestyles
change. Our music is still as
strong as ever," said Phillips,
who was married to Michelle for
about nine years.
Michelle Phillips recalled how
being homesick for California
during a winter in New York led
Phillips to write the enormously
popular "California Dreamin."
Other inductees Included jazz
composer-pianist Jelly Roll Morton, named as an early influence
on rock 'n' roll, and New Orleans
producer Allen Toussaint, inducted as a non-performer.

Welcome Back BG Students
10% Discount
Every Wedsday
with Student I.D.
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show he wrote about the Mamas
and Papas called "Dream A Little
Dream."

NO ONE CAN BEAT OUR PRICES!

Gen's
840 S. Main
354-2402
BG's Largest Hallmark
i

awarded to painter
The Associated Press

was a surprise," Zelinsky said.
"It's an elegant-looking
NEW ORLEANS - A newly book. It doesn't look like the
illustrated version of the clas- Rapunzeis that you may have
sic folktale "Rapunzel" and a seen," he said "The tower, incoming-of-age story of a girl stead of being a stone dungwho woefully mourns her eon, is a brilliantly decorated
mother won top honors in piece of architecture."
children's literature on MonCaldecott Committee
day.
Paul Zelinsky received the Chairman John Stewig appreAmerican Library Associa- ciated Zclinsky's distinctive
tion's 1998 Randolph Caldecott buildings and authentic cosMedal for his detailed oil tuming of Renaissance Italy.
paintings of "Rapunzel," in
which a girl imprisoned In a
"Classically beautiful iltower grows her hair so long lustrations portray this comthat her prince climbs it like a plex love story, which can be
appreciated on many levels by
ladder to rescue her.
"I was thrilled to pieces. It all ages," Stewig said

PAUPER'S BOOKS
New & Used Books • Magazines
Alternative Press Titles
Audio, T-Shirts & More
206 N. MAIN
352-2103
OPEN 10:30-7:00
MON-SAT

«j
*
y
f>- "■

NEW OWNER: SHAWN P. WILBUR
PAUPERSw'WCNET.ORG

http: www.wcnct.org paupers
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Woman not sure of her true age but she loves her snuff
The Associated Press

activities director at the nursing
home where Ms. Massey lives.
"Don't let her go without her
snuff."
Jesse James Nave said he
brings Ms. Massey a box of snuff
about once a month, and also
takes care of her bills and business affairs.

RALLS, Texas - There may be
questions whether Emma Massey Is turning 117 or 119. But one
thing is certain - she knows her
snuff.
"She loves her coffee and her
snuff,'' said Ofilia Quintanilla,

University Dining Services
:*~
fi£ Martin Luther King Jr. Weekend Hours Cfl

He said the retiree once listed
her birthday as Jan. 16, 1879,
which would make her 119 on
Friday. The Rails Nursing Home
recorded her birthday as Jan. 15,
1881, making her 117 on Thursday. Unfortunately, there's no
official records to confirm her
age.

* The people have spoken:
dont believe
everything Oprah and Tim Allen are best
you feel.

S« Jan 17 10 00un-6:00p«n
Sun Jan 18. 10 00«m-6.00pm
Mon Jan 19. 10 00am-6 00pm

■■

Sal.. Jan 17. 4 00pm- 1:00am
Sun Jan. 18. -4 00pm-l;00am
Mon. Jan 19, 4:00pm-3:00am

The Associated Press

.

Tiff AT Dtnufssiotv
hit p://wvvw. save.org
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32 oz. Jars $ 2.25

CONVENIENCE MART
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1 Footlong Sub
With College ID

990
V

Lmuil -Expire. lfll««

Limit 1 •Eipirci. 1/31/98

SI Millar bottles
All Night!
Tues.: $1 Wall Drink*
All Night!
WED: $1.50 Long Island
Ice Teas
THUDS: LADIES NIGHT
$1.50 Frozen
Margaritas
fu:
Great Happy Hours
SAT & SUN: Open at Noon
Happy hour until 9pm
Free Popcorn
Everynightl

MON:

Buy 1 Single
Scoop Ice Cream
Cone for

$1.00 Off

^

Greenwood Centre • 1602 E. Woosler • 352-3443
North • 1091 N. Main • 352-2430 South • 996 S. Main • 352-0534

(BARNEYS
FEATURES?)
.....

GREAT SANDWICHES
APPETIZERS

• Super Lotto • The Number • Instant Lottery
• Charge All Purchases "including Gas Money Orders

Inside Gre

HAW HOUR
EVERYDAY
4PM - 9PM
300 E. WOOSTER

Centre...

mitt*

have followed since.
last August.
She's witnessed the birth of the
Ms. Massey moved with her
family to Petersburg - 25 miles automobile, radio, airplane and
northeast of Lubbock - when she humanity's quest to explore the
was 11. She moved to the nursing stars.
"I'm so proud I made it this
home in neighboring Rails seven
years ago. Rutherford B. Hayes far," Ms. Massey said. "I'll keep
was president when she was going 'til the good Lord says my
born. Twenty-two presidents day's come."

•••••••••*••

University Union Operating Hours

-Gr«

"I guess a few years doesn't
make any difference when you're
100 and whatever she is," Nave
said. "I dont guess they had birth
certificates back in those days."
Canadian Marie Louise Meilleur is designated the world's
oldest person by the Guinness
Book of Records. She turned 117

[(mum-Am v*^1**

354-4280

&

SANTA MONICA, Calif. Comedian Tim Allen and syndicated talk show host Oprah
Winfrey were named the best
TV series performers at the
People's Choice Awards ceremony.
Country singer Garth Brooks
and actors Kirstie Alley, Harrison Ford and Julia Roberts
also were among those honored
at the 24th annual event, which
was broadcast Sunday by CBS.
"Jerry Maguire" was named
best movie drama.
The show was hosted by
actor Ray Romano and singer
RebaMcEntire.
A special tribute honored actress-comedian Whoopi Goldberg, whose 20-year entertainment career includes more
than 20 films, five seasons on
television's "Star Trek: The

Next Generation," and cohosting HBO's "Comic Relief,"
which has raised millions for
homeless agencies.
Winners were chosen by a
special Gallup Poll representing 211 million Americans,
ages 12 and older, rather than
by industry peer groups as
with other entertainment
awards.
The winners were:
FEMALE PERFORMER IN
TV SERIES: Oprah Winfrey of
"The Oprah Winfrey Show"
(syndicated).
MALE PERFORMER IN TV
SERIES: Tim Allen of ABC's
"Home Improvement."
ACTRESS IN A NEW TV
SERIES: Kirstie Alley of NBC's
"Veronica's Closet."
ACTOR IN A NEW TV SERIES: Tony Danza of NBC's
"The Tony Danza Show."

SB
LAI*.

NEW TV COMEDY SERIES:
(tie) ABC's "Dharma & Greg;"
NBC's "Veronica's Closet."
NEW TV DRAMA SERIES:
CBS' "Brooklyn South."
TV DRAMA SERIES: NBC's
"ER."
TV COMEDY SERIES:
NBCs "Seinfeld."
DAYTIME DRAMATIC TV
SERIES: NBC's "Days of our
Lives."
FEMALE MUSICAL PERFORMER: (tie) Whitney Houston, Reba McEntire.
MALE MUSICAL PERFORMER: Garth Brooks.
ACTOR IN A MOTION PICTURE: Harrison Ford.
ACTRESS IN A MOTION
PICTURE: Julia Roberts.
COMEDY MOTION PICTURE: "Liar, Liar."
DRAMATIC MOTION PICTURE: "Jerry Maguire."

353-7767
425 E. Wooster
OPEN 24 HOURS

Ice • Fountain Express
Cold beer at state minimum prices
Fresh deli • Fresh gourmet coffee

~ Money Orders Available -ATM-

■■_■■■■ lllfl
Earn Cash for Spring Break
RPS, Inc. is hiring part-time package
handlers to load and unload trucks.

50

'HOUR

TO

00
'HOUR

• Year-Round Position
• 5 Shifts to Choose From
• 3-5 Hrs., 5 Days per Week
• Tuition Assistance
• Paid Training
• Advancement Opportunities
• Weekly Pay
• No Union Dues
• Starting at $8.50-$9.00
• $.50 Raise after 90 Days
• Great Work-Out

w

Welcome Back
Students!
Visit us for the latest Spring
Break Fashions
Upcoming Events:

January 15 thru
January 19th

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS ON "SUNRISE" SHIFT3:00-8:00am Tues.-Sat.
APPLY IN PERSON:

©

560 S. Reynolds Road
Toledo, OH 43615
(1 mile north ot Airport Hwy,)

419-531-9450
800-582-3577
EEO/AA

Hours:
Mon-Sat 10am to 9pm
Sundays Noon - 6pm

^( JCPenTTey
i.

K A Lj
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ER may move to Fox Network
The Associated Press
PASADENA, Calif. - The head
of Fox television says his network will soon pass NBC to be
No. 1 among young adults, maybe
by stealing NBC's most successful drama- "ER."
"We believe we will pass NBC
and become the No. 1 network for
adults 18 to 49," Fox Entertainment President Peter Roth said.
"We believe it's just a matter of
time."
Roth also sounded ready to join
a bidding war for the top-rated
medical drama, which could become a free agent If it doesn't
strike a deal to stay with NBC
during an exclusive negotiating
period in February.
"We are seriously looking at
the 'ER' situation and the opportunity it presents our network,"
Roth told television writers at a
meeting Friday.

If Fox took "ER," it could
schedule the show at 9 p.m. EST
on Sunday nights, followed by
"The X-Files." Fox currently
offers network programming
from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. on Sunday.
There's been speculation that
Warner Brothers, which produces "ER," could ask for as
much as $10 million an episode.
Such an expensive deal could
"change the entire economic
structure of television," Roth
said.
With Fox on the upswing due to
the successes of "King of the
Hill" and "Ally McBeal," Roth
said the network would continue
its strategy of working in new series midseason, aggressively
programming new shows during
the summer and keeping its
schedule relatively stable in the
fall.
Roth said he's considering
moving "King of the Hill" from

"We believe we will
pass NBC and
become the No. 1
network for adults 18
to 49. We believe it's
just a matter of time.
We are seriously
looking at the 'ER'
situation and the
opportunity it
presents our
network."
Peter Roth
president of Fox Entertainment
Sunday to another night, sending
the hit drama "Party of Five" on
a hiatus and removing "Melrose
Place" from the schedule.

McKenna performs
after long absence
The Associated Press
BOSTON - The slow strains on
the piano suddenly picked up Into
a jazzy and unusual rendition of
"You've Changed." Fingers
around the elegant room at the
Oak Bar began drumming the
dark wood tables. The heads of a
couple with gray hair and gray
suits bobbed with the music.
When Dave McKenna finished
the tune, the well-dressed crowd
cheered. Some stood, hooting and
yelling "Bravo."
McKenna didn't seem to notice.
His hands just started gliding
across the keyboard of the grand
piano to play the next song.
Recently, after almost 10 years
away, McKenna, who lives with
his wife on Cape Cod, returned to
the Copley Plaza Hotel in Boston
for five shows. His fans turned
out in force.
Though not a household name,
McKenna is known and sought
after in music circles as an artist
of rare talent and style. He's
played with Charlie Parker,
Benny Goodman and Stan Getz.
He's Tony Bennett's favorite
piano player.
"Dave is world class, there's no
question about it," said pianist
Ray Santisi, who said he's been a
fan of McKenna for years. "He's
able to do things with the harmony that was originally intended by the composers, and is able
to reshape it with some outstanding harmonic twists."
McKenna, 67, is a tall, lanky,
unassuming type. He appears
slightly embarrassed by lavish
praise.
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CAMPUS POU.YEYES PIZZA
440 E. Court St.-next to smokestack
FEATURING
Stuffed breadsDcks pizza-pasta soup
Salad sube-croiesanis-desserts-thjrriioee
nacfios a morel!
Greet dine In epeclale every slay ol the
week. All U CAN EAT pizza, ooup and salad
burtet. A greet eelectlon ol Import and domeet Ic beer and wine.
»eel Happy Hour In lown 4-9 dally
Hairdreeser/NejITech
Desperately seeking new clients
For a hair raising experience call Robert at
364-2018.
Intramural officials needed tor basketball and
learn handball. Apply the first week ol Spring
Sarneatar in 130 Perry Field House Must attend mandatory training ctirv.es and pack up the •
take home teat after Jan. 1V and return by
Monday. Jan. 19 tor basketball, and last muat
be returned by Jan 27 (or team handball

UAO Spring Break t"J
Daytona Beach
March 8-14,1998

Coal $269 ■>/ nans

CAMPUS EVENTS

»159 Hotel only
(price increases after Jan. 15)
Sign-up now in the UAO otlice
330 Union
Any questions call the UAO Office 22343

BO 24 NEWS
MANDATORY
MEETINGTonight January 13
•or.
121 Wet* Hal

If you are what you eat
win not ait back on fat?

"Your One Stop
Electronics
Service Center"
Computers - VCRj ■ Audio/Visual
Small Appliances ■ 'Hand Held Tower Tools

PEMTRONICS INC
150 N. Main St., Bowling Green
222E. Front St., Pemberville

353-3115
287-4428

WANTED:
Loyal BGSU students who want
to earn money while gaining
expertise in public relations,
marketing and sales.

• Huge dbcajxtts on doihing!
• Berkdanas on sake
• Onginal -Jewelry on tale
We alao carry New York
«yie Jewel ry
• N*w IncenM • Tie Dye ihlrtt Oong
andenort iJe«v*n) • Overall*- Sprtng
Oessce • Patchwork pants • New lighten.
• Tapestnei • Candles • Acceworte*

445 E. Wooster
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat: 11:30-9
Sunday 12-6 354-0176

If you can work evenings, we have a
great job for you with the Spring
1998 Telefund teaml Earn above
minimum wage and qualify for cash
bonuses and prizes, too! For more
information, visit the first floor of
Mileti Alumni Center January 12-15
and sign up for an interview.
Interview times are limited, so come early!

UNIVERSITY PINING SERVICES

SI

LIFETIME WARRANTED

MUFFLERS

University Dining Services is seeking BGSU students to work
beginning immediately Spring Semester 1998.
We work around your class schedule. Work as few as 10
hours, or as much as 20 hours per week.
The choice is yours!
To apply, contact the dining center of your
choice in person or by phone.

50% *
SAVE an our««xnplefc invrrvory J iif qualify,
litfiimr warranted mufllcn - «<\»i tor at long *
vou own your tat
'l«lKiiulwh«c*ko Mw an avJ light mwli

M

lease the Picasso in you with

r~G~

Commons Dining Center
Founders Keepers Food Court
Galley Dining Center
Kreischer Sundial Food Court
McDonald Dining Center
University Union
University Union Catering

372-2.563
373-2781
372-2766
372-2825
372-2771
372-2641
372-6095

010 YOU KNOW?
By working just 10 hours each week for 1 month you
could have enough money to:

ar

Bowling Green Stale University

Create your own masterpieces
in a variety of media.

lii;iss Stenciling

Mar. 21
12 pin S

You can help ui by calling the advenmng dep .rtmeni at
4|0.371-2o05v.ithyour^mplaint.indiuHe noni We
ma that you pteaie provide your name, addreii. n.1 phone
number, along with your ipeclflc uniwmnu With your
help we cm make The BG Newi a bener public anon

> Woven bracckts 50<-J1.50

(> I eb )
7 9 pm I

Mi .mi

NOW OPEN
Hockey Equipment
January Clearance
99 cent shale sharpening w/ad
Falcon House Sporting Goods
900 E Wooster S S CoHeoe
Phone: 352 3365
123 S Main Downtown 352-3610

The BG Newi. at a forum open lo the public, recognirei
the imptmibtliry of preventing all of Shu type of edveetinng and therefore encourage! our reader, to beware.
Alwayi be familiar with a cuMneie before lending money
or providing penonal credit Information Pteaie remem
ber. it II loundi loo good lo be true, u probably II

> Han (BtucbU cap style md
others) SO%OFF
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Bcginnci -
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The BG Newi rennrvea the nght to decline. diKontinue
or revue any advcrunenvcM inch aa thorn found lo ba
delimatory. Lacking in factual baan. mnleading or fane
In nature All adveniaerneoti are wbfecl lo editing and
approval

HUGE EL NINO
S/ALEH

.. s pm I

7

Tne BG Ne»» *ill no* kno*«i|ty *.cept •Jvcmttmenu
UiMdi»tiimnu»B.ofcnco«irt|BJu*nmi«*uon*|i>nMM>
indl v .dual or fmup on the bain of race, eel. color, creed.
religion, national origin, teiual orientation, diubihly.
uatui an a rtlmn. or on the bain of any other legally
proKcwd twin
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353-2444 • 1087 S. Main Street

IK-<.i)tn I & II
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Bartenders * Floor Stan Needed
Bo jangles
893 S. Main
3S2-97W

JOHNAKEBS
Onginal t. Alter naD ve acoustic music
Has showcased It major entertainment regions sued as the East Coast Coffeehouse
Conference, the Great Lakss Coffeehouse
Festival and in. New England Fall Regional.
Thursday.Jan. 15.1907
7:30pm ■ MacDonald Countryside
FfeeAdmissionll
sponsored by UAO
CxiM Dons? Call 372-7164

%ohtdotncPaloct

Next to IVa Hut. North of Rt. 6 • HOURS: Mon.-Fn. 8am-6pm. Sit. 8am-4pm

oil Palming II
Jan 20 Feb. 2-4

372-6977

QQufiGS

LIFETIME WARRANTED

SHOCKS & STRUTS
OFF
LUBE/OIL/FILTER
0
LIST*
WITH ANY

PERSONALS

Jan. 13.

FMA
WED JAN MTH
830FCSGAU.ERIA
SPEAKERS: students from FIT

Classified
Ads

Co n gr ■ u I a I lone
PHI ETA SIGMA
Scholarship Wlnnerell
Angela Lipecomb
BranOShupe
Susie DonVito
JuteHutlar
Meghan Krueg or
Kefly Shan kl in
Sally Taylor

wmcs

Tuffy Does It Right!

The BG News

CONGRATULATIONS
1998
PHI ETA SIGMA OFFICERS!
President: Susie DonVilo
vlce-Preeloam: Susan Fiacus
Secretary: Lindsay Edwards
Treasurer. Jim ConneH
Hstonan-Kelly Shanklin

"I consider myself a song
player rather than a jazz player. I
really like playing old songs," he
said. "Some of the songs I play
are even older than I am."
It's the songs that keep his fans
loyal. McKenna's admirers are
sure there isn't a song he can't
play, and music experts credit
him with keeping the "Great
American Songbook" alive.
McKenna was pianist in residence at the old Plaza Bar from
1977 until 1986, playing five
nights a week.
"It's like having Larry Bird
back, to see Dave McKenna on
the parquet floor," said John
Higgins.
He and his wife, Corrine, came
to the Copley Plaza at least once a
week during the years McKenna
played regularly there. Since he
left, they've seen him play all
over the country, from Rhode
Island to California
"We're like groupies," said
Corrine Higgins with a giggle.
Most of the people who filled
the room and waited in line outside the door were hard-core
McKenna fans. They couldn't resist coming to see him in what
they think of as his rightful
home.
He finished his first set with
one of his signature theme medleys - songs about sweets, including "Candy," "Sweet Lorraine," and "Ain't She Sweet?"
McKenna, who was born in
Woonsocket, R.I., said he never
intended to be a career musician.
"I sort of intended to go to college but my marks weren't very
good," he said.

JV^H:

Centers

OAf FOOL DAYS
Organizational meeting on Tuns
5 15pm. 302 Weal Hall

New Members Welcome

BRAKES • EXHAUST • SHOCKS • STRUTS • ALIGNMENT • SUSPENSION • AIR CONDITIONING

Tuffy
Auto Service
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Express your artistic side.

For information, call Continuing Education.
International & Summer Programs: 419/372-8181

* Make a car payment
* Pay the monthly rent
* Support your CD habit
By working 3 months or more you could have enough
money to party in Panama City for spring break!

C0M€ WORK FOR US!
University Pining Services

The BG News
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Intramural entnee due Women's A Co-Rec
Daakatball-Jan 20: Men. Deekerball-Jan 21:
Woman's bowling-Jan 27; msn's A women's
leamhandbaH-Jan 28 (Corns and team lo play.
Jan. 22. ft-iOpm in the Tun1 Room. Perry
FieldHouae). Al entries due by 4 00pm on due
daa> in 130 Party PleMHouee.
LASTCHANCE
SENIOR PORTRArTS
LAST CHANCE
Sailing Monday Jan. 26 Cad Woll Studoi win
os on campus taking tenor portraits tor Die
Anal 8ms ttss yaar. You must attend this season k> ba included in the 1998 yearbook. Por
trans win ba taken daily from tOam-Apm in 28
West Hall {yearbook office). Please cat
3724634 to schedule a sitting. The (6 sitting
lee can be champed through the Bursar

We want lo adopt a baby.
Four years ago we were blessed with the adoption ol a beautiful boy. Today we hope to be
lust as fortunate by locating a birth mother who
finds us lo be the right family for her baby. My
husband and I are both artists and own our
own design business. We work at home which
allows us tons ol time lo be together Our son
Tucker very much wants to be a big brother
and asked if he could adopt the baby too To
speak to Tom or Deborah call:
1-888-610-2555

Travel Grant Money to Study Abroad
Proposals tor the International Travel Grants
are available in the Center tor International
Programs (1108) Oflenhauer Weal). The deadline Is January 30 Call 2-0309 with questions.

After school care needed 3:15-5:15. Moo.
through Fn Must have own car. J3 50-hr. Call
353-3141.
Babysitters tor Tuea. A Thum. morn. & midday. 2-3 slots available Ref req Call Nancy
Houston 354-0422
Babysitter wanted. Afternoons. 4 yr. old girl. 7
yr. old boy. Eip. A transp necessary. Call
352-0960 or 352 €978
Babysitter, part-tme for professor's toddlers
352-0189

Smith Corona 5000 plus personal word processor. Like new-used by grad student. Complete with monitor, reference manuals a 14 ribbon cartridges Asking $250 OBO. 352-7650.
bwmft-flpm.

Babysitter needed afternoons.
354-2954 0*372-0479

Waitstafl positions available. Must be able to
work days and/or nights. Apply in person at
Brandywine Country Club.

FOR RENT

Babysitter needed m our home Toes.. Weds .
A Thurs Qam-12 30pm Call 352 5724

FOR SALE

BO 24 NEWS

mil Florida's New Hotspol-South Beach
$129! Bars Open Until Saml Great Beaches.
Activities. Warmer Weathori Try Cocoa BeachHilton S17SI Daytona %■ ■*' springbreak
travel.com I BOO 678 b3Uu

100 Insir uctof ^Counselors needed
Coed seepaway camp PooonoMts. PA
Good salary'lips' (906) 689-3339

MANDATORY
MEETING
Tonight January 13
9pm
121 West Hall

ATTENTION STUDENTS
Now hiring (or Spnng Semester
Pan Tim*
Lest than one biock from campus
ttVHR. STARTING PAY
3 shifts available:
A Shift: 7tJ0e)m-10:00am
B Shift: 10:1 Sam-1:lSpm
C Shift: l:30pm-4.30pm
New Fleilble Hours Available!
Possibility o' working 21/2 hours
and getting paid for 3'
354 8802
354-8703

Coat $269 w/trana.
$159 Hotel only
(pnee increases after Jan. 15)
Sign-up now in the UAO Office
330 Union
Any questions cat the UAO Office 22343

my favorite BG restaurant.
best place to eat between
Toledo & Columbus. ^^

Hill Spring Break Panama City' Stay On The
Beach Near The Best Bars $149" 6 Free Par
ties & Free Cover Charges included! Hurryi
spring breaktr avol com 1-800-678-6386

New Member's Welcome

Childcare needed for kindergardener & 18 mo
old girls m our Rosstord home, 2-4 days per
week. Must have references, non-smoking environment Please call 419-666-2U9.
Childcare 13 yr old Mon & Wed; 2 30 6 30
Trans req Call 354-1506.

11111 Spring Break Bahamas Parly Cruisel 6
Days $27gi Includes Meals. Parties a Ta.es'
Great Beaches a Nightlife1 Leaves From South
Florida' springbreaklravel.com
1 800 678*386.

/

3 BDRM House 424 E Woosler
Fall Lease $600/mo. util included
3S3-7S47

Apt. lor rent 1 bdrm . Ig. kitchen, quiet neighborhood. Short term lease. $250 Call
353-6266
Duplexes/houses for '98-'99 school year.
EM, 1 a 2 bdrm-I to 3 tenants
12 month leases only
Steve Smith 352-6917 (no calls after 6pm)

Female roommate needed - own room

1996-99 school year.
353-0325
Houses. 1 6 2 bdrm. furn. apts. for 98-99
school year. Call 352-7454.

•Renting Apts. a Houses
211 E Heed
321 E. Merry B-6bdrms.
315 E. Merry ■ Downstairs
Also. 2 bedroom apartments
School yr. leases, all dose to campus

New 2 bdrm. house. Semilurn. 2 car garage,
low util 10 min. from BG No pets $550 mo.

plus util. Ca» 669-4094.
Now Leasing for 96-99
1 BR. 2 BR, Duplex apts. 12 mo.

353-0325

Call 419 354 6036(104)
Highland Management
2 BDRM Apt 426 1/2E. Woosler
Fall Lease $42S/mo. util. included

Responsible, non-smoking female, wanted toshare 2 bdrm. apt. for summer, possibly following school yr $235rmo , close to campus. Call
373-6000. leave message.

353 7547
2BDRM apt 712-722 4th St
Fall Lease $400/mo.. w/d hookup
353-7547 days

Very small 2 bdrm house. Pels OK $S00/mo
a utn Available now. Call 354 2285

FREET-SHRIT

•tiooo

\\ In my book, SamB's,
deserves star billing. It's the

1990 Subaru Legacy. 4 drHB wagon Automa
HOME CHILDCARE
tic. rVC. ail power. Ores yr. old. no rust. $3200
Family looking tor daytime childcare-2 wkdays
■neg.
Call 352-9644.
{10-15 hnVwk) in their Maumee home. Some
flexibility on which days of the week. Children
Loft lor Sale
ages 22 months (girl) A 6 months (boy). LookGood condition, off white colored. $100 OBO
ing lor experienced candidate with at least two Call 353-6341.
references. Starting salary at $36 an hour Call
Susan Booth atB9i 9?(V
The KEY Yearbook has immediate openings
for story writers and section editors Some positions paid and some are volunteer. Start
building your resume. Flexible hours. Call
Cindy or Vicky for more info. 372-8635.

HELP WANTED

UAO Spring Break
Daytona Beach
March 8-14.1998

Tuesday, January 13, 1998

Credit Card fundraisers for
Iratermties, sororities & groups.
Any campus organization can
raise up up |1000 by earning a
whopping $5.00-VISA application.
CaH 1-800 932 0528 eit 65
Qualified callers receive
FREE T-SHIRT.

n.i/H iiK.iin
1£> N. Main St.. B.G. * 353-1361

Welcome Back Stundentt

*ght

How linn Green, Ohio

353-09SS

104 S. MAIN

Tlir Mr Jo flruJr ffrw-Ji

Admission $5 * Matinees $3 ]

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

EKIDAY

14' Willie 15^
MorrisonJAZZ
Down
NIGHT
River Boys

Paper
Plate

SATURDAY

Seniors. Student Id. Kids 12 * Under S3

Management Inc.
1 Fri. Midnight Shows * Sat Rocky Horror I

1&2 bdrm avail. Close lo campus.
710 \ .1 ■: nt< r priwl IK-inz-SiU

146 North Main • Bowling Green

Apis.) Rents suul al 375/ mo t
ulils. 2 bdrm includes washer &
dryer. Call for info 353-5800.

free Pop & Popcorn With This
Ad Valid Thru 1/31/98

THE WASH HOUSE

21
JAZZ
NIGHT

Management Inc.
1&2 bdrm avail. 1082 Fairview
Avc.lHilKdulc Apts.) unique floor
designs, vaulted ceilings, washer/
dryer hook-up in the 2 bdrm. Rents
start at 350/ mo + mils. For more
info call 353-5800.

Laundromat
250 N. Main

NIGHT

OPEN 24 HOURS DAILY

WASH FOR 75*2!
THE
TANNING
CENTER
THE WASH HOUSE

THE HEAT

248 N. Main
354-1559

904 E. Wooster
352-3588

SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT

993 S. Main

for
$40

Management Inc.

Expires 1/31/98

1 bdrm avail. 215 E. Poc
Rd( Evergreen Apts.) Very
spacious, laundry on site. Rent
starts at 340/ mo + clcc. For more
info call 353-5800.

Serving BG since 1980

3

Nathan
Whitt
Band

'January
Proud sponsor of winter sports

ESI

Open Weekdays 4 P.M.

When it's gotta
be Pizza, it's
gotta be
Pisanello's,
and Subs too!
Recording to a
BGSU preference
surveu, students
prefer Pizza to
Hamburgers.
Recording to
National
Restaurant
Association
tests. Pizza is
the better
nutritional value.
Pisanello's
has served more
Pizza than any
pizzeria in Bowling
Green. Vou know
we have to be
good!

28
JAZZ
NIGHT

^fEJ^CA

353-8826

F

lane

RBBGAE

Management Inc.
Studio Apis, avail. 215 K. Poe Rd
(Evergreen Apis.) Laundry on
site. One person starts al 230/mo
ulils arc included. For more info
call 353-5800.

20 Visits

3 LOCATIONS

Mil

lunch Friday * Saturday • Sunday

ANY"l7t"EM*
2fc Your
PIZZA
Choice:

Student Dook
Exchange

14"

! Sm. $4.50

Lg. $7.00 !

■

■ Med. $5.75 XLg. $8.75 i
Additional Items Extra

12 Slices!

i

A Huge Order
Of BG s Best
Breadsticks Only $2.25
FREE DELIVERY
LIMITED AREA

352-5166

COS N Man

Nol Valid Wilh Any Other Oiler • Expires 3-31-98

4

Rsk for specials!

A Large 12" Sub
Choice of Italian,

Turkey, Pizza, Veg.
$4.25 (RstHam,
Bf, Club, Ckn Parm +.25)
•1

/

J^

^\

\

Go

Big Enough For Two!

IP&K* 312-1766
♦„

o<\

Not Valid With Any Other Otter • Expires 3-31-98 #«
!%•■••••■■•■■■■■■■•■■■■■■■■••■■■a|*

CHOOSE
• 7" 1 Item Pizza

ANY

2

FOR $4.75

• 5 Huge Breadsticks
• Small Sub

,t
s#

• 10 Wings
• 6 Mozzarella Cheese Slicks

0
laEksp**
*'
I l-TZZO'e03 N. Man

FREE DELIVERY

352-5166

We only use the finest ingredientsl

590 East Wooster • 353-7732
r

